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1. DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING AND CONTENTS
a.	 Building Description.. The USD #306 school building serves an
estimated 750 students ranging in age from Kindergarten to 12th grade with
approximately 140,000 s,f. of floor area.. General building construction is
metal frame with brick fascia. Low heat loss characteristics are incor-
porated into building construction by the use of double glazed 'windows with
a low ratio of windew to wall space and the generous use of bate insula-
tion. Building thermal characteristics are typified by overall U-values of
0.05 and 0.07 for the walls and roof respectively. An aerial photograph
including.both school and collector field-is shown on page 9.
~	 Building heating consists of a closed loop water to air heat pump system
with individual heat pumps in each classroom area, as well as roof-mounted
heat pumps for the larger areas such as the gymnasium and the auditorium.
The auxiliary heating system is all electric. The domestic water heating
system consists of electric powered hot water generators which are sup-
plemented by solar pre-heating.
The solar supplemental system was designed to contribute approximately 50
percent of the building's space heating needs and 80 percent of the domestic
hot water needs for the year.. Early estimates of the power Los.ts savings
to the school district are approximately $10,000-$11,000 per year.
b_.	 Design Philosophy. In the early design stages of the facility,
the school board a-uthorized the design of a system with sufficient flexi-
bility to operate either with or without solar supplemental heat. The
solar collectors were to be included only if a grant could be secured to
pay for part of the solar installation. Accordingly, these provisions were
included in the design for a future solar system. Construction was well
underway before the grant application was approved to install the supple-
mental solar heating system. These provisions for future installation made
it relatively easy to incorporate the new solar equipment into the existing
building system.
C.	 Solar System Design Overview. The building heat pump system
requires circulation water temperatures between 70° F and 95 1 F. Because
of the relatively low temperatures required the decision was made to use
flat-plate collectors for solar energy collection. In comparison with
high-temperature collection systems this resulted in lower overall costs,
simpler design and greater operational efficiency.
(1) General Description. The entire solar supplemented building
heating and cooling system, shown schematically on page 10, consists of four
heat transfer loops. In the first loop a glycol/water solutior_ . is pumped
from a field of solar collectors to the tube side of the solar loop heat
exchanger. Water is pumped in the second loop from the shell side of the
same heat exchanger to thermal storage tanks each equipped with auxiliary
electric heaters required for solar system back-up. In the third loop,.
water is pumped from the thermal storage tanks to the shell side of a
second heat exchanger used for domestic water preheat. Building space
1
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heating and cooling is performed in the fourth loop as water from the
thermal storage tanks is pumped to the individual building heat pumps where
heat is either pumped out of (room heating) or into (room cooling) the
water source. Since each heat pump is capable of independently satisfying
its individual load, the cooling of internal heat gains in one area of the
building provides heat to other areas requiring heat via the central energy
thermal storage tanks.
The physical location of major equipment items is in two areas, the
mechanical equipment room and the collector field. 	 ;1
(2) Site Planning. The collector field is located on level
ground approximately 120 feet due south of the southeast corner of the main
school building. Overall field size is 154 feet by 70 feet with individual
collectors facing directly south and tilted at an angle of 53° from the
horizontal, optimum for solar energy collection during the winter months.
The collectors are ground mounted due in part to the installation of col-
lectors after the design of the building had been completed an6 to the
belief that ground mounting would allow easier maintenance and )etter
public view of the actual solar hardware and avoidance of roof leakage
problems.
Internal headering between individual collectors allows for their arrange-
ment in rows. A structural steel frame, embedded in concrete piers, was
used to support each rGw.
A 4 feet high chain link fence surrounds the collector field at a distance
of 10 feet from the field perimeter.
Supply and return piping mains for the collector field were run underground
from the main to the field proper. All the piping within the field itself
is above ground.
(3) Major Components. The following are brief descriptions of
the major solar system components. (See Appendix B for manufacturer's
literature.)
Id
(a) The collectors are of the flat-plate type with single
tempered glazing and black chromium absorber coating. Internal cross tubes
and manifolds are copper and are arranged in a gated flow configuration.
Aluminum absorber fins are mechanically bonded to the cross tubes.
	
^Z
(b) The heat exchangers are water-to-water shell and tube
type.
x
(c) Pumps for the circulation loop from the thermal energy
storage tanks to the solar heat exchanger are base mounted, centrifugal




(d) The expansion tanks are ASME .rated with gauge glass.
4	
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(e) The air separator is a pipeline-mounted steel tank with
strainer.. Tank inlet and outlet are tangentially-mounted.
(f) The three way flow diverting valve is made of cast iron
with flanged ports. Two temperature sensitive control elements are inter-
E
	 nally mounted.
(g) The heat rejector consists of a finned-tube radiator
and motorized fan mounted on a steel base.
II. PROJECT COST DATA
Consultants
	 Costs








j	 Buckley, Inc.	 163,700
E	 Electrical











PROJECT COST TO OWNER
	 $ 99,153
The project, as bid and built, had no cost overruns. However, moneys were
not provided for monitoring instrumentation, which will be necessary if
extensive performance data collection is ever desired.
III. ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN DATA
Testing of the solar system, during construction and after, was handled by
the contractors involved, under observation of a designated Wilson & Company
representative. The following are outlines of the testing performed_
z
a.	 Mechanical. With the exception of the solar collector arrays,
system piping and components were hydrostatically tested at a pressure
equal to that in the water main serving the building, approximately 55
psig. The collector arrays were hydrostatically tested at 30 psig. Each
of these test pressures was held for a 24 hour period.
All pump motors were tested for proper rpm, suction pressure, discharge




b.	 Electrical. The completed wiring system was tested for open
i	 circuits, short circuits, and grounds. Load balancing was performed on the
electrical distribution system to provide a balanced load on each phase.
The system became operational in September 1978. The collector to heat
exchanger loop was first filled with water for testing and balancing under
operating conditions. In October 1978 the water was drained and replaced
with a solution of 50 percent propylene glycol and 50 percent water.
The temperature, flow rate and manual calculations that have been done
indicate that the system is collecting thermal energy as predicted. Since
no thermal energy recording instruments were included in the project.
detailed performance information cannot be provided.
r
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Mr. Kenneth D. Sowell
Contracting Officer
National Aeronautics & Space Admin.
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, AL 35812
Re: DOE Contract EC-77-A-01-4077
Interim Performance Criteria
Sir;
Consider this letter as our letter of certification that the solar heating
system under discussion meets the Interim Performance Criteria, where
said criteria are applicable.
WILSON & COMPANY
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	 V. OPERATION AND CONTROL LOGIC
The solar system operation may be divided into two semi-independent control
sequences, thermal storage tank heating and domestic water heating. A
schematic of the control system is shown in Appendix A drawing M-20,
Solar Heating System Schedules and Schematics.
a. Thermal Storage Tank Heating. Heating of the tank is accomplished
by differential temperature control of the system pumps. When the collector
plate temperature rises 20° F above the water storage temperature a tempera-
ture differential switch, TDS-1, will start the collector loop pumps, P-5;
6 and the storage loop pumps, P-3, 4. The pumps will continue to run until
the temperature differential, as sensed by TDS-1, decreases to 5° F.
If the differential ,has been reduced to 5° F but the collector temperature
exceeds 190° F a temperature switch., TS-2, will override TDS-1 to keep the
collector loop pumps running to provide circulation through the heat rejector.
At 210° F an internal sensor starts the heat rejector fan.
b. Domestic Water Heating. Again heating of the tank is accomplished
by differential temperature control of the system pumps. When the thermal
storage tank temperature rises to 20° F above the domestic water tank
temperature a temperature differential switch, TDS-3, will start the domestic
water pre-heat pumps, P-7, 8, 9, 10. The pumps will continue to run until
the differential decreases to 5° F.
When. the domestic water tank temperature reaches 140° F, regardless of the
current differential temperature, a temperature switch, TS-4, will. override
TDS-3 to stop the pumps.
VI. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND SOLUTIONS
Cost escalation from the time the proposal was prepared to the time that
the contracts were actually awarded was responsible for several changes
aimed at keeping the project on budget without the sacrifice of any essen-
tial items. By deleting the permanent installation of standby pumps (these
are stored in shipping crates in the equipment room), shifting from the use
of base-mounted to in-line pumps and careful analysis and redesign of the
collector structural support s ystem, considerable cost savings were effected.
One of the structural problems encountered was alignment of collectors on
the mounting frame. This was solved through the use of slotted holes in
the structural framing members allowing some "play" between collector and 	 x
mounting frame.
The factory supplied pressure cap for the heat rejector was found to have 	 r
too low a pressure rating. It was replaced with a higher rated cap.
One of the major problems encountered was that of the hose connections
between adjacent collectors. The design of these hose connections proved
to be extremely tight, allowing very little room to work. The collectors
had to be modified in the field by cutting so that installation could
'	 6
actually be made. These hose connections, although satisfactory now,
presented difficulty in securing a leak-free installation, and required
considerable effort on the part of the mechanical contractor.
Problems were encountered with some of the solid-state control components
and the use of unshielded control cables. Both of these items have been
replaced and are .low operating satisfactorily.
Glass breakage of some of the collector cover plates occurred on the job.
All were immediatel y replaced. Real-life testing of the tempered glass in
a Kansas hail storm has not occurred yet, but the owner has secured insur-
ance coverage for glass coverplate liability.
VII. SUCCESSFUL COMPONENTS OR PROCESSES
The entire project is an overali success and works as it was intended,
despite minor start-up problems. Some of the more successful design
features which should be mentioned include the use of preinsulated jacketed
steel pipe for the underground portion of the piping, tempered glass for
the collector covers and metallic jacketing for exterior aboveground insu-
lation. In erecting the structural steel support system, the general
contractor used a laser type alignment device which proved helpful by
making actual collector installation easier. As previously mentioned, the
use of slotted adjustable bolt attachments for the interface between the
structural steel frame and the collectors proved very helpful in collector
installation.
One of the best design featues in the entire project was the use of internal
headering between individual collectors. This minimized the connections
between the collectors and the supply and return distribution mains and was
extremely helpful in controlling the cost of the project. Calibrated
balancing valves were used to adjust the flow at each bank of collectors
and a reverse.return type piping distribution system simplified the job of
balancing flows to the collectors.
Incorporation of the future installation of solar supplemental heat into
the original system design made the work of interconnecting after the
system was well under construction relatively easy. Only minor modifica-
tions to piping were required.
VIII. LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS
On subsequent projects dealing with supplemental solar heating, the fol-
lowing changes would be desirable:
i
r
X.	 Spare glass coverplates should be ordered for the Owner to have in
case of accidental breakage.
2.	 Brazed or soldered internal heater connections between solar col-




3. From the standpoint of avoiding potential roof leakage problems,
ground mounted collectors are preferable to roof mounting provided space is
available.
4. The structural steel collector mounting system could probably be
improved and installed in a less expensive fashion by incorporating some-
thing similar to a Uni-strut system.
5. The heat rejector radiator pressure rating should be high enough to
avoid problems with pressure blow-off.	 r
6. A permanent removable cover should be provided for covering of col-
lectors and heat rejector when system is not used during summer months.
7. On any future project it would be advisable to include some simple
basic instrumentation for project monitoring to determine the extent of the
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SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM-SCHEDULES AND SCHEMATICS
SOLAR COLLECTION SYSTEM LAYOUT
























TOP VIEW OF INTERNAL HEADER CONNECTIONS
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PARTS LISTING AND MANUFACTURERS LITEI
PARTS LISTING INCLUDES MANUFACTURERS DATA AND LOW
B1 - 1 SOLAR COLLECTORS
LOCATED SOUTH OF SCHOOL BUILDING, SEE DWG.1 OF
B2 - 1 HEAT REJECTOR
LOCATED SOUTH OF SCHOOL BUILDING, SEE DWG 1 OF
B - 3 SOLAR HEAT EXCHANGER
LOCATED IN MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT ROOM, SEE DWG
B-4  DOMESTIC WATER HEAT EXCHANGER
LOCATED IN MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT ROOM, SEE DWG
B5 --- 1 PUMPS AND ACCESSORIES
LOCATED IN MECH. EQUIP. ROOM, SEE DWG M-5, M-15, A
B6 -- 1 AIR SEPARATOR
LOCATED IN MECH. EQUIP. ROOM, SEE DWG M-15 AND N
B - 7 EXPANSION TANKS
LOCATED IN MECH. EQUIP. ROOM DWG M-15 AND M-20
B8-1 RELIEF'AND REDUCING VALVES
89 - 1 THERMOSTATIC VALVE
LOCATED IN MECH. EQUIP. ROOM DWG M-15 AND M-20
B10 - 1 TEMPERATURE CONTROLS
LOCATED IN MECH. EQUIP. ROOM AND ON EQUIP., SEE DWG M•20
B11 - 1 PRE-INSULATED UNDERGROUND PIPING
LOCATED SOUTH OF SCHOOL BUILDING, SEE DWG 1 OF 3
812 --1 PIPE INSULATION
SEE DWG M-5, M-15, M-19 AND M-20
313 - 1 THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE TANKS
LOCATED IN MECH. EQUIP. ROOM, SEE DWG M-15 AND M-20
B14 - 1 BLIND FASTENERS
LOCATED ON COLLECTORS, SEE DWG S-17
APPENDIX B
Jk	 COST EFFECT DESI	 '► ••
SOLAR COLLECTORS ►
r r	 yl
Solar Corporation ®f America







The CED Collector is Cost Effective Because:
! It provides rapid roof top or ground mounting clips to reduce costly field labor. Instal-
lation costs can run over 25% of collector costs.
Large 1 5/8" OD Copper fully insulated manifolds are available inside the box to eliminate
the need for unsightly exterior piping, which can add $2.00 per foot plus rooftop brazing
3 labor and insulation.
Quick connectors are available to rapidly join a row of boxes together up to 150 feet long
without brazing or soldering. Can be taught easily to unskilled labor.
SCA boxes are 4' x 8' to fit building standard modules and to require fewer connections
j on the roof.
SCA boxes are structural, requiring support only at the ends to provide the correct tilt
angle.
j
All SCA CED collector materials are designed to last 25 years or more. Other collectors
which use black paint will have to be recoated in 5 years, according to the paint supplier.
SCA has designed for the highest available efficiency so that a small collector area will
supply the heat requirement. This saves both collector initial cost and installation cost.
In addition, the SCA thermal control design permits double glazing efficiency with a single
glaze.
CED provides expansion joints in the manifolds and in the boxes.
CED permits on-the-roof glass replacement should that ever be required.
`r
rr
Solar. Corporation of America
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FLOW FACTOR
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CED Mark IV Solar Collector
Solar	 Corporation	 of	 America • Black chrome on absorber for
offers	 a	 high	 technology	 solar highest thermal performance.
collector; designed to last the term
of	 your	 mortgage	 and	 to	 keep • Fiberglass insulation in
producing the most heat for the galvanized steel box modules.
installed	 dollar available with cur-
rent technology. We believe we are • Uniroof TM	 , Uniside TM	 con=
the only company who offers all centrating,	 planar,	 and	 free-
these top features, standing designs.
• Custom design service. • For heating and cooling.
or heating and hot water only.
*Installation
*Service
• Collector can use water
or any conventional coolant.
• All copper liquid system for
s corrosion resistance.
• Tempered, high transmittance
°	 3/16" glass in one or two-
R`	pane styles.
• High temperature seals for
dry-plate lerriperature resistance.
• System engineered for low-
cost installation.
• Installation available; collector
only or complete system.
• Two-year limited warranty.





Solar Corporation of America takes The SCA line of CED {Cost-Effect-
pleasure in announcing its increased ive	 Design}	 solar	 collectors	 are
line of products: backed by America's leading solar
engineering consultants, InterTech-





• Solar Hot Water Heaters. wide acceptance for their life-cycle
low cost.
• Solar Swimming Pool Heaters.
SCA will be most responsive to the
• Solar Collector Modules for needs of both large and small solar
the Do-It-Yourselfer. requirements.
s Solar Heaters for Commerce
(Restaurants, Motels,
Laundries, Car Washes, .. ,}
o Solar Heaters for Industry.
(Process Heat)
• Solar Crop Dryers.




BLACK CHROME SELECTIVE COATING ON ALUMINUM ABSORBER PLATE
COPPER PIPE ----^--
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rzk	 Spec ificat ion 770101




.4,	 1.	 Glazing:	 Glans.
	
1 /31,	 hick Ctemilpered 	 w'^	 o	 1 	 fa7;=.39.,^• 	.,.J	 r	 _	 ^Tn.	 1r	 r.^ing
	
t:	 _,	 .^r.^d; 
v	 2.	 Glazing Sea!:	 Corti nuo"s molded EPUM r"bber.
`C	 3.	 Pressure Plate:
	 18 G .	 stainless steeltype 304.
4.	 Fasteners:
	 3/4"	 .x	 010 Truss Hear	 stainless	 steel	 sheet: rnciWal	 screws	 i
at	 12''	 +	 O.C.
5.	 Frame:	 20 Ga.	 galvanized steel, welded corner construction. 	 k2 (''^.;
y'	 6.	 Fin Tube Absorber Assembly.
A.	 Manifol ds: 	 Two,tknrdcEr7VT,	 type hi coppe r tubes 	 " fl^i^!{-!:s in}) .
ii.	 Cress Tubes:
	
Eight,	 iarddrawn.	 type M cop per- t° Des 	 114" 0 Iitminal.	 A
C.	 Absorber Fins:	 E'ir,h	 A umig,Extrusi o ns; 	 4060" x 4.22 x 6 9. 5".
D.	 Abs^rl^ r^ Co a t i n a 07b I a c k pa'ini	 t='0.95	 c-0.8.	 i
7.	 Manifold Connectors- High temperature formed robber hose with WE 	
3
clamps,	 tSlliCGi'^_ ..y	 . 1	 rN	 ^
B.
	
Insulation - 1" fiberglass around Qq	 3"	 berglass under absorber.
9.	 Working Pressure - 50 PSIA maximum 100 PSIG
10.	 Area 	 19.0 square feet (35 3181 W x 77 3/8"'L x 5114" D overall 3
dimensions).
11.	 Effective Absorber Area - 17.3 s quare i• eet.^;^ ^^;`,^
:. 
k	 12.	 Mounting Provisions - Consult factory. 	 w^'	 y'-'^ (``. t 	 /a`'S	 plus
1	 Day Weight - ;113 'pounds.	 a /)(a ' -LC
do	 C'(Aat
14,	 Liquid Volume -	 .063 ft	 or 3.95 pounds of water.
T'Y7 .c i /i/G /e^	
/	 ^j^	 / a. it `	 ^J ^ c•^.:^•'	 f	
l
Gi1^JcS C1 Z(.7C" .^' ^r ^l^I/f^!'	 ^'.[,r lL''c. ZI^^Lf ^.&LJ
y '
	 `	 r ^i a'LL	
JOT
PSfl^aE
Retail Pricing and Options Available for
Model Mark V
Mark V Specification 770401 ... .......................Base'Price
Optionsi
1. Water White Glass: High transmittance t = .91 .................
2. Black Chromium Absorber Coating with a-0.94 E=0.1...........





All option prices are in addition to Mark V base price. Options available
in any combination.
Prices effective l January 1978. All prices subject to change without notice.
All prices exclusive of packing and freight.













1/3 with order, COD. Met 30 days with approved
credit. Orders honored as placed.
r^
r
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ITC/Solar MK III Water
Whi te Glass-Black Chrome
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Joule'BoxTM (Solar Water Heating) System
EXTENT AND DURATION OF WARRANTY
I. System
A. Extent
Any system failure caused by a defect in either materials, manufacture
or installation by ITC/Solar or its distributor or agent will be remedied.
All necessary (as solely determined by ITC/Solar) replacement parts,
labor, shipping or handling will be provided without charge to the
owner. Where installation is performed by the owner, the warranty
covers only defects in materials or manufacture and is limited to
the provision, at the site and without charge to the owner of all
parts necessary (as solely determined by ITC/Solar) to remedy the
defect.
$. Duration
This warranty is effective for one (1) year from the date of completion
of the initial installation. Any warranty replaced item will carry
only the unexpired portion of the original warranty.
II. Solar Collectors
A. Extent
1. Defects in materials or manufacture
All necessary (as solely determined by ITC/Solar) replacement parts,
labor, shipping or handling will be provided without charge to
the owner.
2. Corrosion of the absorber plate and other coolant passages which
adversely affects performance of the system
All necessary (as solely determined by ITC/Solar) replacement parts,
f	 labor, shipping or handling will be provided without charge to
the owner. (NOTE limitation in B below.)
B. Duration and special limitation
Excluding corrosion defects described below, this warranty is effective
for five (5) years from the date of completion of the initial in-
stallation. HOWEVER, the warranty for corrosion defects arising more
than one (1) ', ear from the date of completion of the initial installa-
tion covers only the cost of any parts or new collectors, delivered to
C:
the site, necessary (as solely determined by ITC/Solar) to remedy
the defect. Any warranty replaced item will carry only the
-
un-
expired portion of the original  warrant .
III. Other Components
The other components (tanks, pumps and controller) used r the Joule BoxTM
System carry their own manufacturer's limited warranty. Iiv,'Snlar and/or
its distributors pass these warranties to the owner at the point of sale.
In particular, ITC/Solar warrants against defects in materials and manu-
facture of heat exchangers and tanks for a period of five (5) years.
This warranty shall include shipping and handl-j.-- but not include removal
and reinstallation.
OWNER RESPONSIBILITIES
If the Joule Box TM System is installed by parties other than ITC/Solar or its
distributor or agent, the owner is responsible for insuring that the installa-
tion is made in accordance with ITC/Solar specifications.
Although ITC/Solar and/or its distributor will promptly inspect the system at
the site to verify failure, establish probable cause, and determine corrective
action, if the inspection reveals no warranty related defect, a reasonable
charge may be made to the owner for the inspection. Any item to be replaced
must be made available for inspection in exchange for a replacement.
HOW TO MAKE A CLAIM
A claim under this warranty should be made to the distributor from whom the
system was purchased. Ii' this cannot be done, ITC/Solar should be contacted
directly.
ITEMS NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY
ITC/Solar and/or its distributors are not responsible for any damage to the
glass or other components of the system arising from causes not attributable
to defects in materials, manufacture or installation. Damage attributable
to natural disaster or other acts of God is specifically excluded from coverage
under this warranty.
ITC/Solar and/or its distributors are not liable for any incidental or conse-
quential damages or any payment other than for repair, replacement or refund
of the purchase price paid for the system. NOTE: Some states do not allow
the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages. Therefore,
this limitation or exclusion may not apply to the owner.
GENERAL
All warranties shall continue, to the extent of the warranty period remaining
to any subsequent owner of the system, row vided that the new owner contacts





`.	 the new ownership, have questions answered and obtain the system operating and
maintenance manuals.
I
I th	 b	 f the" suit b1
	 f th d t	 1 4	 fh	 11n	 e a ztence o a	 a e proof o	 e a e of comp UG on o t e 3nsta a-
tion, tF► .2^ effective date of this warranty shall be based upon the warranty
registration records maintained by ITC/Solar or its distributor.
THIS WARRAN'T'Y GIVES THE OWNER SPECTF:C LEGAL RIGHT'S. THE OWNER hKY ALSO HAVE OTHER




Promptly Return to Seiler
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- ><1Lt_J TC SlTJ -L. 511f' OR T Si FlkTVU
R c
PWVIDE 1315MATITI& 1'IATEPIAL WNEEM COPPED NIP
5-rF-EL. 16 Pe1=rVFr1T G^,LVNNI.- COL CD51e)".
^h ()r- 50LAR C.OU-WEP. li?5TAU-^ TPA n
3V 5 -r-• AVF116A$^-F rO g,'!D CoLLE TE-f?5 ONLY.
(rYPIGA1.	 !t f 1. r 5.)
SOLAE CALLE:GTE^
lfC/SQLAP- CaPP •-MAPX
FtLOVILE s-rE i- Sl~ m 6ETIJFrrt
COL - C i -E P RWI E .
SC1LAV- Lllff 6Y MFU 6ATlO!J
K- IZ SC,HOOL 110
-rOp , KS.
'	 11^4^'1'rlLlA`1'3 JM & ltnTrt`l'F,PI;i^^ CE I^J^,`PHUCTIC)M;
f	 +^	 P•i'WC Ai'•il] HC AIP COULEE HEAT EXCHANGERS
RLC: El. V IVG
Insl)ectiun
Inspect unit for shipping Juma, (especially care) before uncruting.
• Rotate Fan which should move freely. Note that one blade: is wired
to guard on some models for shipping. Hemove wire before rotating
fan.
Hundlin>;
-	 Excercise care to avoid damage to core.
All units ure.'shipped with woos' skies facilitating fork lift handling.
Lifting holes are provided in MAC and some HC side members, HC units
have integral ur removable li !Ting luau (.shipped loose on some models).
Storage
Units normally have one coat of medium gray, semi-Floss (chlorinated
rubber base) unamel paint. A finish coat of paint should be applied to
all exterior ferrous surfaces unless storage is indoors and no sig-
nificant corrosion started during shipment.
• Do not paint core as this away impair air flow and heat transfer.
All openings are sealed with a ppropriate pipe plugs, pipe caps, thread
protectors, fl4nZe covers and/or pressave caps at the factory. Be sure
these are in place.
INSTALLATION
Location
• Insure that no obstructions impede either discharge or inlet air flow.
If unit is mounted in wall, provide ample room ventilation.
• MWC units should be.oriented to take advantage of prevailing winds to
^fC^^f ►^ ^,I. PAW avoid recircul.atV . and the resultant loss of cooling effect.	 expectedp^ 	 OF wind direction on hot, suwner days should especially be anticipated.
^	 Qu	 ' Duct worts on housing of unit adds air flow static resistance which must
be overcome with extra fan capacity.
	 Ducting should be larger in area
than heat excharoer cure face and contain only straight runs and long
radius turns.
Found : etion and !.Mounting
Flexible connections or non-rigid pluuabing (1_a,:.;-ars snd ri zht--angle
bends) should be used to allow thermal enpansion of core, inculation
from vibration and freudom from static beading.
• Consult "cooled equipment" manufacturer for recomme=ndations on zpecific
plumbing system.
	 Inlet to heat exchanger is not"ally at the highest
- corn ection, but this is not essential.
• in the case of round tube: cores with counter-Clow passes, plumb inlet
flu=id to connection farthest from blowwr fan. to avoid co-flow of t.:tre
„ Fluid and cooling sir.
Pan !)ri ire	 6°r:,	 W
• IV j'an i ., motor driven, check that voltage,
	 C requeany and number of
phases on motor name:plaLe are compatible with electrical supply..
• Connect motor leads :.• o that raWtion W forced draft blower fan is
cuuc,ter-c.ti.„_ Lwlse when viewea from ran side of unit unless fan is
supplied with special, lei't- and blades.
If q tr i ve :..:-Ludes vu:: bolts, sheave: alignment anal cavrect bolt tension
must be mai ntainQ to transmit sufficient powQr- to ran and prevent
c ::c:: ssi^ s belt and bt^aring we-u-.
• IV fan Ls engine ]riven, the pr-:furred location for the idler nheave is
an the :;lr._k shit of the b It a0ve. bolt ruarls arc normally provided
by cuginu pu.:k ­ j r ec ;to rvquir;,i f.y 0",11n.
B2-1
r
-'. 	 _ _.._......:_ .-.,-.+.: ',....--. ...c.-^-..., nee -erz,,•r.+wro'r.:ea=r^..w^sxn-^ .^+.,,-;<-.i--.•. .vw,,..,.. „ems......,-.n .......-,.....- ^
	 _- _ - —^_.^,.......,.
S t art t<;,
Per RED TAG on unit, bolts scouring MidC top tank or HC flouting. end tank
to side members must be loosened to permit differential thermal expansiun
of steel'sides and nonferrous abru.
If tube.
 fluid is '.rater, till unit from a clean and chemical free source.
Use a 50 aqueous et"ylene jlycol solution if freezing is possible. For
ambient coaditicn, below -206300) use a 600 solution, below 
-50F (--45C)
consul t factory.





hall bearings should be lubricated ones per year or each nine months for
sevcre duty motors, 10 hp or larger. Consult local motor mgnufacturer
representative or grease type specifOution.
• Clean ventilation openings as needed.
Fan Beari ngs Wee Belt & 'ixternal Drive-Systems)
Fan and idler bearings are provided with combination Alemite grease and
relief fittings and should be lubricated once per year or more often for
severe duty upplic,ations .
• :easing temperature should never exceed 150"10"OF.
Fan Drive
• Check and ir.aintai l a1 LgnmE-.nt of sheaves by adjusting location nn ;haft a%d
adjusting _pillow block base
• Check and maintain correct tension of fan belts by adjusting idler.
Check for frahe vi br<<y an due to Iran imbalance, bearing wear or loose
drive components.
Core aad Frame
Periodically cc..eci, Mr core Gr plumbing leakaGe.
• Tris^s^t ',. 'iC top tank or HC ::;; stem HiGh point for correct liquid level.
• Test anti-.freeze c*olaat for correct specific gravity before cold
weather,
• Examine interior of M siC :toy tLLr:k through filler neck for signs of scale
formation and rust. Radiator znould be cleaned and flushed if necessary
using Young 555 cleaner A211109 (Directions A277919)	 When replacing
wu er in system add Youn 3-1-2 Doling System Treatment A2711vi (Directions
2779:1) ud i c rros iou iwnibit^ r.
• If zteel On= develops rust, Hean and repaint as necessary.
• Dirt accumulation c:n :acre can be removed by brushing and blowing with
come., _s:ed air. A ste • .t.% ,]rC mz.Ly also l,e ..:Cectively used if {;cease
deposits are on care. Lott: he careful that fins or tubes are not
dama,-•ed fr(.::i rough brushing or excessive ,jet pressure of ._14hur steam
or air.
t':'•_lirtA`UTY PH"Vi-Ti VOO Neu pub.1 .:ties[ guarantca)
i! 1	 nc...e ti	 :.1c'rrin;
If	 war ranty maim. r ocruru, :rntact the factory Oe vi ._ Department i:1LS-
dLutaly tKum t• ; , or luvuI_ Ior.zy Ceprt_....n;Qive.
In :Lll co.mouni out ions f with Service Department, include complete nameplate
data.
r NMI OIL nyL ITV • :Yc l:r.pVQ ror r Larn unluss prLvr' auLhul'E a:;L,:f] I'1'filll
fI •CLc,:ory __s been obtained.
1 AT EM ER C 1, 11uU
2825 Fmm Mr.- Road 0 Racine. WISConsin 53,104











H• CnPF'I'U	 H CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS DIMENSION DRAWING `.
	
L F Da DUAL I NLET	 \	 -C— vie - CS	 Customer
	
r- uL'Et5 86-176	 4	 "5P	 4 	 ,^	
rr.
o: fL Y	 , ^  
	







	 K	 r!1 AIR	 3	 CUSI. Order No.l.f	 ROTATIONS	 YI FLOWCORE
\ 	 GUARD. r!ti_	 ! l	 41-4 57-i•16-02
E	 p► P	
OR DOLT	 ^' ^	
0
Y. R. Co. Order No.
'I.E
Fi	 Y. R. Co. Part No.
244416 -





	G I	 —C—	 M	 P	 -	 SPECIAL NOTE FOR
	 Datj+tvUL'Lli"1}' 1,1576





Gr'ONLY)	 -^	 2 PASS-USE BOTTOM TANK MOTOR DATA
A
	
I	 Q M171'T'G HOLES •	 FOR INLET AND OUTLET	 rJ- HP .^ J^°^_.RPM k _ S?EED
1 PA55-U5E TOP TANK FORALL VENTS AND DRAINS NPT
PAINT • CNE COAT PRIME 	 15 PSI PRESSURE CAP	 6 Q 	 'rL	 _
	
GRAY ENtMEL	 (MODELS 26-E	 DI'-SIGN PRESSURE 15 PStG - DCSIGN TEMP, 250 F6	
INLET, MANIFOLD	 - PH -- H?	 w
	
L^^.
^	 BOTTOM TANK FOR OUTLET
	
ONLY)
	 TYPE_18	 FRA,-AE•aL.L CGrI:uR'CTIO^aS nRE Nnr 	 -_:4U--	 ^-
hPIODEL A
	
B	 c	 D,	 F	 G	 FI	 !	 K	 !	 M	 N	 P	 Q	 R	 S
	
26D	 31	 35%	 10	 17:n	 23/B	 19	 2'/e	 2'4	 24	 2	 1434	 314'	 612	 6	 ye	 21/15	 81•3ia
	
46D
	 37	 4D%	 12	 2D%	 x,2	 19	 212	 3	 27	 2	 17.	 3A	 61/	 6	 Se	 3'fo	 93a




5094	 57'/a	 1$	 29	 2;0	 27.3/a	 3'/2	 4	 36	 2	 242%3i	 3:a	 61	 141-' 	 it:	 3'•'s	 9:`s
	
1 rJtiD	 S-7kn	 63°/-	 2D	 32	 2511	 32311	 3v	 4	 42	 2	 272;S,	 3'/a	 6%	 1834is	 3' /	 950
	
126D	 59°is	 69%	 2D	 34s0	 3/'G.	 35^/a	 3^	 4	 43	 2	 29^4:	 3'/a	 6%-	 22?4	 io	 3111	 Qse
	




This page has been removed because of copy restriction. ForG,
	
	
information onthe solar heating 150 gpm heat exchanger, unit number








pRECED;KG PAGE. r! _ANN NOT M'Lk"".
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Buckley, Inc.




01 VAS-3 Air Sep.	 150 GPM
02 100 Gas. each ASME Exp. Tank
3 2 14-75 Ga. Glass Sets
i
AG 2 TMA-24 Tank Pitting
1 740-3/4-30# Relief Valve
1 RD-50 Make-Up	 12#	 Valve
P-3,	 P-4.
2 4030-2hE Armstrong - Base Mounted
115tIRPM	 150 GPM @,23 ft.
TDH
	 1	 HP	 460/3
125 PSIG	 184T
P°5, P-h am
2 Armstrong	 Iniine43 ,^D ' 1750 RPM	 150 GPM	 @ 34 ft.
2 AP	 460/3	 125 PSIG
P-7, P-8
02 1 Inline Circ.





02 S-25-3/4 AB 1750 RPM	 10 GPM	 3!5 ft.
120/1	 125 PSIG
^.
024 1^-TEC Arm. Pump Connectors
t
h: 2 152TR-1215 3 x 2 ha Keflex Pump Conn	 ?
® 2 152TR-1215 4 'x 3 Keflex Pump Conn
- 2 FTA-34 Flo-Trex Valve Armstrong




/^k	 4 ARCk lTFCT 3 1FRO1l: ! L	 DATE:	 Q!/^	 FILE ^.	 l1	 0 0 X 1 0 4 0TLk	 k • N 1d s	 SUBJECT: "5h L Jam _ d e a l/ ^- /:.?n
due 4-o 
--+h e p u r np6 h a / nq



















SERIES 4030 TYPE MB
CUSTOMER	 CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO,
	 ARMSTRONG REFERENCE
j	 ENGINEER	 JOB REFERENCE









US.n'PI M SSG TEMP _F
FEET %23 SPECIF:fikEAD GRAVITY
PART CONSTRUCTION
NAME ALL-	 - BRONZE - ALL-
IRON FITTED BRONZE
	 ^-
VOLUTE CAST IRON CAST IRON BRONZE
IMPELLER CAST IRON BRONZE BRONZE
COVERPLATE CAST IRON CAST IRON BRONZE
BEARING FRAME CAST IRON CAST IRON CAST IRON
BEARINGS BALL BALL BALL
SHAFT CARBON STEEL CARBON STEEL ST. STEEL
SHAFT SLEEVE ST. STEEL	 " COPPER -
MECH. SEAL STEEL-FITTED BRASS-FITTED 1311ASS-FITTED
SEAL RING CARBON CAMION CARBON
SEAT INSERT C:RAMIC (;1iRAtI	 C CERAMIC
INSERT GASKET RUBBER RU1313ER RUBBER
BASEPLATE STEEL STEEL STEEL
=.J HIGH TEMP>;HA •fURE CONSTRUCTION
SPECIAL
	
^^ CAST IRON BASEPLATE















SPEED	 r- nR,PAh,	 ^.^..^. ENCLOSURE Denope




IIOHIZONTAL SHAFT, SINGLE STAGE, END SUCTION,
RADIALLY SPLIT CASING, CENTRIFUGAL TYPE WITH SINGLE
MECHANICAL SEAL AND ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS. DI.
RECTLY CONNEnIED TO DRIVING MOTOR THROUGH A
FLEXIBLE COUPLING. PUMP AND MOTOR MOUNTED ON A
COMBINATION TYPE BASEPLATE.
MOTOR:-
HORIZONTAL SHAFT, FOOT-MOUNTED, CONTINUOUSLY RATED,







PERFORMANCE.: SEE FILE NO.	 ATTACHED
w
AARMSTRONG PUiMPS INC.







1},111 :	 Sc1u, r. 1975
i611 1 1.KS1 . 1)I.S:
	
511.10.922
DA I I :
	 Nt.1r. '10. 1969
DIMENSIONAL





PUMP SIZES 2" ARID LARGER HAVE 125 L8.'
 FLANGES. SMALLER PUMP
SIZES HAVE SCREWED CONNECTIONS. ALL
PUMPS ARE B ATED FOR 175 PSIG MW-
MUM WORKING PRESSURE.
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES'
BRANCH MOTOR DIMENSION 'M'
PUMP
SIZE
_SIZES FRAME SIZE BASE
N0.
A E F G H J K L n p RlP.pp 06F	 TEFC-
1lISCH.	 SUCi. 0)tll} (I}	 (II}	 (I}	 ^II}









































9'/a 1 ,4%213T 2157 S - 3 412 2% 7 8 3 23 7 1'/n 4 '/a 2'/ 3ie 4%
_56 — 5 - 1 4% 3% 8'/2 14'/7 7 8 3 20 6 29 1!/16 4 — --- —


































213T~ 2157 S-3 9% 15`/.: 7 8 3 23 7 33 1'/, 6 4 '/ 2%4 3'/8 4%4% 3'/e
























































254T 256T M-1 4'/4 3 11 17'/2 9 10 3 36 7% 46/4 2'/1 6 6
56 -- S_-1 4 11& 3:e SY2 14'/z 7 _8_ 3 20 6 29 1 4 ^- -- —
143T 1457 S-1 4'%6 3% 8%7 7 8 3 20 6 29 1 4 — -- % 1 n14'/
2'/sD 2 ^^ 3 182T_ 184T -3_S_ 4 1I/k 3% 882 14Y2 7 8 3 23 7 33 1 4 -- -- - -
ASA ASA
`2137 2157 S-3 4" /6 3 5/8 9%a 15'/4 7
-8M.
3 -23 7 33 1 4 '/ 2',, 3 Y. 4%













































































































143T 145T S-1 5 4'/ 9%2 153/ 7 8 3 20 6 29 9/6 4 — — % 1'/s'


















































































1 iiE 1'/a 1'^ 213_T _21 57 -5-3 5% 2 E3/16 M7 _8 3 23 ^7 33 1'/t6 4 1 '/4_ 2'• 3% 4%9%z 17 '/zNPT NPT
^254T
_2567 M-1 5'F2 2 ' 3/6 12 20 9 10 3 36 7 Y4 46Y4 2?/i6 6 _— — —
284TS 5'h 2 "/6 20 9 10 3 36 7% 46'/4 2'/16 6 —' % 1% 1 31286TS M - 1 12
85-4^..:	 •pr; n4ar1 ln4olkv.^n +1zi+ r l ^.' c^ wri er fn[Inw in, ^^I • G^d •1^rii ^f15iOn5
r
r. J	 Form No. 6249-6
Litho in Canada




-.	 .. "-%v v.	 k'=r^.	 F.	 *"F^^ y..^,>trx,4'^,:a^	 ;hr,^-aM>•7•?1"M , 	 ^^..	
.,^
ARMSTRONG CENTRIFUGAL PUM PS 	 C1. 111ES 4023 and 4030
with -T-Fraivie i`.•4utcr
(continued)






FRAME SIZE BASE	 A
NO




llfl11- ?HI1 dF 	TEFL_








































































































































I	 S-3	 5 % 3 %4 9%z 16'/2 7 8 3 23





1 1S/s284TS 286TS + M-1	 5% 334 6 12 19 9 10 3 36
324TS — M-1
	 5% 3'/+6 12 19 9 10 3 36 7'14 46'/4 1 1
3it,
6 1 1/4 — 4 1/e I —
21^ aE 2% 3 182T 184T S-3	 6 3% 9%2 16% 7 8 3 23 7 33 'S%s 4-
——
—_
ASA ASA 213T 215T S-3	 6 314 gyz 161/4 7 8 3 23 7 33 '%s 4
_



















3'./a 4ia -213T 215T S-3	 6%a 4% 9' z 17 7 8 3 23 7 33





















































S-5	 6 1 ,615 9/'6










































6'3,6 5 916 14 22'/4 10 11
6E 6 8 254T 256T M-3	 7f: 7 15 26 10 11 3 36 3'/a 42'/< 1 % 6 1 % 3%8 3% 5'/R_
ASA e SA 284T 286T M-5	 7 Th 7 15 26 10 11 3, 36 7 Th 461/.• 11/6 6 1 %e 2 6ii3 k%e
2 3 213T 215T M-3	 7 Th 51^ 14 23'h 10	 1 11 3 36 3'/ 42'/4 1'/s 6 - - - -2G
ASA ASA 254T 256T M-3	 7 Th 5 ThI	 ..t 31/
14 23% 10 j	 11 3 36 3'/ 42'/ 1% 6 1 - 1% F;A 3%
3 4 213T 215T M-3 I e1; 14 2314 10 11 3 36 3'/4 42'/4 1 % 6_ ---- -3G
ASA ASA 254T 256T M-3	 7 Th 5 Th 141 2314 10 11 3 36 3'/ 42'/a 1 ' 1 -3ia 1'/s 3S^
213T 215T M-3	 8 6 151 26 10 11 3 36 3'/ 42'14 1'/ 6 - -_ -
4G 4 5 254T 256T M-3	 8 6 15 26 10 11 3 36 3'/ 42'/s 1'/4 6 --- 1% 1% 35/8
ASA ASA 284T 286T M-5	 8 6 15 26 10 11 3 36 7'14 46% 1 1/4 6 - % 11/8 2!^





















324T 326T M-7	 9'/4 8 16 29 13 Th 14 Th 6 36 6 48
364T 365T M-9	 9% 8 16 29 13% 1434 6 44 6 56^
• for exact installation data, ploasa writo faGt g ry for testified dimensions.








SERIES  4030®4035- 404 0
k
5d
45 9" AIA. J N
1	 1	 ^t
40 8 k20_'01A.j
r 35 8" UTAJ
IA.	 l
	












10	 20	 30	 40 ^ 50	 60
CAPACITY IN U. S. Ga';M;
->-C:
70









,•,'	 F :< 5




Irc	 ... 'x^:. f'. r.	
_,'°.",es ^'-
`
w ` ry^,^'• ;. .x.
	
^4r.^A °,e^r+^'?'^fTP d^+4hcriT°'i` -,.^r7`^^.m+ravg"s '^ ,7yvY'.w^@;#^S.f ?C"`^°	 -







9i,^^	 p^°	 ova	 ;	 24 E	 R.P.hi.45	 n1a.
40 Q	 DIA.	 i
b
f .__ /	 CURVE N0.
	
W 1 DIA.	 70P	 ^'	
E-585
	
j ,	 1	 1	 r	 3
	
' DIA,!	 v









40	 80	 12 0 	 160
	 20 0









Iti.	 w , +;' ARMSTRONG PUMPS INC.





{3^;?	 XT N.':s^v"..w 	 ^	 ^.:^.	 ..^,`.,^.^: 6. ,.4-x-+!r-,' 	 .:^jcs. +{'.{^'ss,.	 aye•_-'^L^^f',t.i'M°^ de'it'^^, 4m^ 	r;...s.,^•,,-y,. ^..w,....^ ,^-. 	 'S`,"rh :^^^nm ^5^^r„r^...,,.^
L
E . R"^RCIYf o'3TR0NG` CENTRIF,I) 'AL PUMPS	 PAT t Al 5(14'3.94(r t+ AC pr, lG, 1973
U E W I TTA L DATA	 DATE!SUP RSEDES-.	 1. 3. 7 2














°`i	 "Y	 !- uouiDS IZE L
CAPACITY 1CJ^ TFR1P.u.S.G.P M







VOLUTE CAST IRON CAST IRON BRONZE
IMPELLER CAST DION 111IONZE BRONZE
BRACKET CAST 1110N I-ASI '	 I1301 BRONZE
SHAFT SLEEVE PLATED STr..FL 1t11( NZE BRONZE
11EC11.	 SEAL STEEL FTTTEn RB•ISS FITTED BRASS FITTED
SEAL RING CARBON CAIIIMON CARBON
SEAT INSERT CERAMIC (:FIIA%IIC CERAMIC






REMA R KS AND OR ACCESSORIES
CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO.	 ARMSTRONG REFERENCE
JOB REFER ENCE





	 2 s1ZE	 145	 ,]M
SPEED
ENCLOSURER.P.h1	 1750
VOLTS 460 f	 CYCLES	 60	 I	 PHASE	 3
SPECIFICATIONS
PUMP:-
V1i11TICAL SIIAI'T, SINGLE 51'.IGE:. SINGLP SUCTIOl.,
RADIALLY SPLIT CASING, IN-L1NF. MOUNTING CF.N111I1-
UOAL INPE 1%11'11 SINGLE %IFCHANICAL SEAL. IMPELLER
MOUNTED DIRECTLY ON MOTOR SHAFT rXTENSION,
MOTOR:-
VERTICAL, SOLID SHAFT, CONTINUOUSLY RATED, BALL
BEARTNG, SQUIRREL CAGE. INDUCTION TYPE W ITH N£MA
"C" FLANGE AND EXTENDED S11AFT.







CAST STEEL	 300 PSIG
	 q
AL
PREPARED	 BY: ............................................. 	 .
D. IMFNSIONS .
	SEE ItrVr'.I15r .aI17F
	 DATE: ................... . .......  ........... ..................... .
	
a
PERFORMANCE: SEE VILE NCI.	 Agff-qnFar I I S
	 FORM NO. 5448-D
A
"VI
0"ERIES 4. 3- #(- J-)











All dimensions are in inches. For exact irittut tlazion data,






I ^'2D 11 2 7 G",
20 2 2 12 8 7 5 .1
30 3 4 10 9 6,1 14 !i
4D 4 6 12 10 V,
1 V2, 2 1 5"N
2 3 11 1D
EL4
3 4 12 11 7 W	 Va
4 6 14 12
8",
FLANGE DETAILS
259 Ut	 I-,SA125 LS ASA CAST IRON
150 LB. ASA CAST STEEL 300 Lri. i,,;i, ::15'	 51 Ul. 
BRANCH 1












MOTOR DIMENSIONS (DRIP-PROOF AND T.E.F.C.)
MOTOR PRIP-PROOF T.E.F.0
FRAME ljn fn1 HP cy1
1
­_	
__ ­ - ,
*	 __	 '	
.	 .
SIZE 111 0011 100 160n
SERIES WIM RPM





143J114 1 11,2 3'^#
91•., 7 5 'l, 3?,,
1453m 1", 2 311, 10"Ift 7 51/4 331-6 57-r;
1453M :3 3111. 7 5a
.
^ 31 16 11 7 57
184JNI 5 7'... 311, 11 ''N 9 3'J" 21
213JPA 7".
.
10 33,, 13"l l 10'' i; 15'/-: V
215j114 1 0 15 '11" 13 ior}K 8i5 31i, 1511, 111 11 1
254TCZ 1 r, 20 11: 171, 9 1^ ;i 71
20, _
 13, 10 1
2567cz 20 7F 71,, , 201 121, 9'a 7115 2i
2S4TCZ 25 30 7'i, 21 14 71, '1 23 1"; 12'5,
286TCZ 30 40 71,', 22";
324TC2 40 511 711, 23 16 14 71i6
251
17 11)"
3267CZ Flo C,0 7t."6
__L_
•41 16 14 7^`, 2('," 7 1 .111,
ARMSTRONG PERFORMANCE CURVES	 FILE NO: 5043.540
DATE;	 Feb. 28, 1973













:i	 err:m so	 ^T(	 1750` :T! I 	 ki p 	 10.
VOLUTE PATT.














































- :4	 7	 -.1 T 1750so















20	 40	 60	 80	 100	 120	 140	 160	 180	 200	 220	 ALLRATINGS
CAPACITY. IN U.S.G-P-M-
FORM No. 6522	 PACE I OF 2
	
ARMSTRONG PUMPS INC., NORTH TONAWANDA, N.Y.








,-•: -ar*;ir	 -_•.:, ,5'" w	
r.,	 ; 'rty'	 :. r,^r	 :^,..t,	 21
ARMSTRONG PER FORMAN C E . CURVES
SERIES 4300/80/85 - 1750 RPM (Cont'd)	 f.
I	 f r	 ! j	 ! ^ '	 CURVE NO.
80-E-1001
	
t	 3	 !	 1	 i	 f l .'^,>
	 i	 1	 PUMP SE11IE5
	
60	 o ' gEOUli2^^ N I:	 ..	 -' - 10 4300/80/85
	
'y„ t	 f	 ^c o^	 I	 !	 .-I..	 it . 	 t
_ r 1 ^ll#.	 •^	 e	 i	 1	 '	 I	 r	 i	 I	 PUMP SIZE





L'^ DIPS. I	 1 ,. r	 .i	 / > ' I ' 14 w 1,	 #I' a o l j	 t	 SPEED, RPM
^	 1,	 ._	 ^^	 : '	 f..	 3 ,11	 ;'	 !P	 ^t	 .r	 <<	 ^},	 ^	 I + ^	 ;^
	
1440	 -	 I	 r	 -	 # [	 #	 -	 !^ _ qlo i	 i	 t 1750
	
z
I 	 t	 ^^ •	 I`	 t	 r1Q16a	 I	 \'	 #	 (^"-	 I	 VOLUTE PATE.
	













a	 ! :.. I	 ! . 	 .f:.: `	 JJ	 /y	 ^.	 ' '.:.	 ALL
k	 '	 j	 ji.	 -t	 K	 RATINGS
	
t '	 f	 1	 Q	 4385
	
50	 100	 150	 200	 250	 300
	
350	 400	 450	 500	 550	 ALLRATINGS
CAPACITY IN U. S. G.P.M.
J^.	 i • 	j	 +_!	 t	 CURVE N0.
Vr'^	 i	
I	 E-1002






t	 i	 II	 l•
	
60	 _:.^	 -	 C^	 r	 -	 I .	 l	 - _ lo	 e	
- 4_	 300/60/85











i. 	 if	 ';	 SPEED, RPM
	
40	 1--- 1 , '-	 y	 -ti^i'	 ^_,	 Ri/r^D°. o^1,r11	 I	 ^I !
	
!, r;j> f^	 1750
z	 67bIDi	 t:	 t ! 'I^	 \.	 !	 ,r;	 J..	 I ,f	 i 1	 r il'
	
{	 I	 VOLUTE PATT.
	
, 1j ,..	 • ,	
-	
-	 !	 ^i	 i O^ . I 71 	 j I ! il^^f 11 	!	 ' 3 	 'S11'-	 1:
	
30 V DI^	 # \	 :4 ,,'	 I.	 :oi	 ! ' 111	 1 ' Iz	 25527/8li	 \'	 7-1
	
r. u i Y	 c	 ^^ 1	 I'
	




\	 I.	 +^ 1
	^.-L '^'' I '	 _	 11874
,J"-_ .	 ' .1^ ,'_	 r	 #	 _	 t	 !.	 ,.,	 I	 4300
I	 ^ii
	 4	 '	 i{	 ALL
	
iQ	 I	 r	 1	 r,'	 . '!	 a	 RATINGS
I	 i^	 i	











1 {! ((	 .r	 ^jl^: i I1'I	 ((I	 }	 RATINGS
J	 ^.	 I	
^j	









'l^Ij,^!,.il':	 - s^,	 f 1^^^:	 ^	 ^	 I.	 i t	 i	 1	 il^^
	
80	 1.60	 2 14. 0	 320	 400	 4.80	 560	 640	 720	 800	 880 ALL
CAPACITY IN U.S.G.P.M.	
RATINGS




Mntors with special current charorleristies
available at extra charge as listed in
price sheets.
All single phase motors are-equipped
udth buill -in thermnt overload protection.



















A R^VI STRO G
HIGH DUTY CIRCULATORS
.	 SUBM ITTAL DATAp,e2
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.•.	












DATE; July 30, 1970
SUPERSEDES:	 5010,92.
DATE:
	 blay 30, 1969
JA ell,
DIMENSIONS AND ELECTRICAL DATA
MOTOR 11. P. ti
CUR RENT
DIMENSIONS CHARACTERISTICS OF APPROX.
IN INCHES STANDARD 60 CYCLE SHIPPING
EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
IN Las.
A a C D H .P. PHASE t. VOLTS
15 8-1/2 12-112 7/8 1/6 38
15 8-112 12-1/2 7/8 116 38
I S 8-112
1 




	 2 2-1/2 314 116
17-114 11-1 /2 t3-1 J2 3/4 114
17-114 I1-1
	 2 13-1/2 7/8 1/.3













20 ! 1-!	 2 16 . 112 718 314
22 13-1/2 18-3/4 718 l	 2
23 13-112 19.314 716 3 4
23-1/2 13-1/2 20-t 4 718 1
23-1
	
4 14 19-3/4 7/8 3/4
23-3/4 14 20.114 118 1
22-314 14 19.1/4 1/8 1-1/2 3 Phase 122
208 of 1301460 V611
APPRn„i-`
I APPF10VE1, !• r ;•t"•,TySLW





R E- I	 _ ._^ : J.^ ^_Cah15UL7 :',P !•',r, 
•	 ^ I^ 	 r• I •^	 '	 ---i	
f	 ^-I.^	 ^_- kt+11hi11t°^rl t i^r .r.	 '•I^,`{	 ^	
,	 _i ^4	 -
f	
I	
--7tY0 - llaln ^^ l^•r-•j..-. }._^l..i •rte-'-t•-- J-	 ;, 	
_I...
..	 3--	 -F--	 T.^_.-.	 a_ __1S^p;	 T^A.I-TT'^.. 	 I •:r .. y . ..f._ 
	t	 i - ,







1 -^ uMterr.^lnn ^nrA'' 4 1	 _ J __I	 	 ± -	 ^ ` ^ • -^ --_h,_..






	 j..,_...•_' 'I111.1CHART 16 BARED ON
1760 R .P.M. Bo CYCLE MOTORS
VA
'^^	
- -	 I •„»- - POR 25 OR 00 CYCLE MOTORS
10	 ^-' - '	 .-'J'	 •--i"-`”-	 ,	 i - WRITE FORsPECtnL CAPACITY CHUM
	
-- 
..^._.]';1k:E..Ith•,'.._•__ _.1__ i - - t ---^ _ _	 j - r	 ^ ._ 
^^^-._.I	 i	
! _ . - r ..^... __	 __^ ;,_„_ f;f
0	 10	 20	 so	 40	 60	 an	 70	 60	 So	 loo	 110	 120	 ISO	 140	 160	 160	 170
CAPACITY ITV tl -S- GALLONS PER MINCrIT:
Dimensions shown are for reference only. Yor-exact instaliation data, write Marketing
_c.	 Division for certified dimensions.
85 -12	 I,ithn in Coned
JOB REFERENCE







MAXIMUM R'O11KING PRESSURE: For Models H-32 and
H-41 - 125 Psi. For Models 11-51 thru H-68 - ITS psi




-, 4U. 74'i I ^ ^r ff ^
,.,-.^r,. r. f-^-.	 ,, .,^„^^-„	 _. .,: ',^	 '.-s„:	 -d•T :dst'a^.o^yxgaaa^sa°hfR','`. -•.^
	.^^_	
.. _	 ^	 ...
P".^^L'^^1.•„'"rr x;;i'!e„^' .. y-w,Ec ^n,.^y..; ..,.....,,-s- _. ^.:µ^rz^. .. ^"`s-':.,"-.. ..r-.ar ._	 ...ri_...^_-..:.a-. ... ^, .:......s. _... 	 .,.	 ..: ..	 .._	 .. -.-	 .	 .. ..	
_	 . .
ARMSTRONG HIGH f)UTY CIRCULATORS 	 .
SUBMITTAL DATA
'00ELS: 1132 - 1141.115I -1152-1153-1154-1163-1164-1165-1166-1167-1160 	 60 CYCLE 1750 RPAI
CUSTrANIEH








NOTE:	 Models H-32	 and 11-41	 are	 down-diachorpe.







COMPANION FLANGES ARE FURNISHED FOR SUCTION
AND DISCHARGE OF PUMP
PART NA41E STANDARD PUMP CONSTRUCTION
MODELS H-32 & H-41 MODELS 11-51	 TI1RU 11-68
STANDARD BRONZE FITTED
VOLUTE CASING .......... Cast Iron Cast	 Iron
IMPELLER	 ............... Steel	 - Plated 11-51
	
to 11-54:	 Brass - Stamped
11-63	 to II-68:	 Bronze - Cast
BEARINGS
	
............... Sleeve,	 Oil Lubricated Sleeve,	 Oil	 Lubricated
SHAFT




STATIONARY SEAT........ Cast	 Iron ARMSEAL Ceramic
COUPLER	 ............... Flexible,	 4-Spring Type Flexible Type
MOTOR ( 1750 rpm)	 ... Sleeve,	 Resilient Mounted Sleeve.
	 Resilient Mounted
OPTIONAL FEATURES
M HIGH TEMP. CONSTRUCTION
CI STAINLESS STEEL SHAFT
SPECIAL £LECTRICS
ALL IRON CONSTRUCTION
[] ALL BRONZE CONSTRUCTION
[] BRONZE FITTED CONSTRUCTION





Fky, x au^^ ir	 NORTH TONAWANDA, N.Y. 	 14120
^5-73
PREPARED BY: ......... .............. 	 ........	 .......
DATE: ............ .................................. ,- 	 ............
ARMSTRONG
STANDARD CIRCULATORS
^.,rh aF Q0AL14 t	
SUBMITTAL DATA
60 CYCLE - 1750 RPM
i
FILE NO.:	 $ 010.90
DATE:	 Aug. 15, 1973
SUPERSEDES:
	 5010,90
DATE:	 July 30, 1970
P
DIMENSIONS AND ELECTRICAL. DATA
A
FLANGE
C	 D	 MODEL PIPESIZE
	














Motors ruith special current characteristics
	 SS S	 3available at extra charge as listed in
	 3
price sheets.
All single phase motors are equipped
	
S57	 3
with built-in thermal overload protertran.
	 3
3 phase motors require external overload	 S69
	
3protection.	 3
MOTOR H .P. & CIIRRF.N'
DIMENSIONS
	
CHARACTERISTICS OF	 APPROX.IN 1NCHE:S	 STANDARD 60 CYCLE	 S111Pf'!NC'EUllll'f.1EiNT
	 WRIG11'1'^
LlIS.





13 .3/4	 6 . 1/2	 11 . 1/2	 314	 1/12	 1	 24
13 .314	 6-112	 11-1/2
	 3/4	 1112	 1	 24






13 . 3/4	 6 . 112	 1 t-1/2	 719	 1112	 1	 24
i5	 6-1/2	 12 . 1/2	 719	 1/6	 1	
315	
36
15	 8-1/2	 12 . 1/2	 7/8	 116	 1	 41




15 . 314	 1n	 12-1/2	 1	 14	 t	 S6
15-3/4	 10	 12-112
	 1	 113	 1	 65
1 9-1/2	 12	 16	 1	 1/2	 1	 1 15/230	 fit
19-112	 12	 16	 1	 1/2	 3	 208 or 230/460	 Lit
20	 12	 16.1/2	 1	 3/4	 1	 1151230	 85
20	 t 2	 16-1/2 	 1	 314	 3	 208 or 230/460	 85
25	 14-1/4	 20-1/4	 1	 1	 1	 115/230 	 135
25	 14 - 1 /4 	 20 . 1/4	 I	 1	 I	 1	 3	 208 or 230/460	 135
0	 10 20	 30	 40	 60	 60	 70	 AO	 90	 I00	 I10 _ 226	 180	 140	 I50	 190	 I70
CAPACITY IN U.S. GALLONS PER MINUTE
Dimensions shaven are for reference only. For exact installation data, write Marketing
Division for certified dimensions.
	
FOflM -NQ- 6166-!)






	 60 CYCLE — 1750 11PIK
CUSTOMER
	 CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO.
	 ARMSTRONG REFERENCE
ENG I Nl VII	 JOIE REFERENCE
SPECIFICATION RE.F .11EN'CE:









Models S25 to S-16 are 6v-n-discharge.





COMPANION FLANGES ARE FURNISIiIsp FOR SUCTION







IVoL S GYCLFS PHASE
MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE: 125 psi




PART NAME CON S.TRUCT1.ON
STANDARD ALL BRONZE
PUMP BODY .............. Case Iron Bronze
IMPELLED
	
............... .Steel - Plated Brass	 - Stamped
BEARINGS	 ............... Sleeve	 Oil	 LulrieaLed Sleeve Oil	 Lubricated
SHAFT	 .................. Allay Steel-Copper Sleeve Alloy Steel-Copper Sleeve
SEAL
	
...... ..........:.:. ARAISEAL AfechnisicaI ARAISEAL Mechanical
STATIONARY SEAL FACE. ... S25
	
to S46	 -	 :.nst	 Irnn ARMSEAI_ Ceramic
S55
	 i.n	 SG?	 -	 Ali'.1SFAL Ceramic
COUPLER	 .... ..,
	 ,."
PIPxit.le	 d-apring	 Type Flexibic	 a-Spring Type
MOTOR:	 1750 rpm
	 ..•... Sleeve	 Bearing Sleeve Bearing













DATE: ............................................ 	 .................
ARMSTRONG PUMPS INC.
Do.- 15
	 NORTH TONAWANDA, N.Y. 	 14120
"NIM NHAI
rn rA r-
I	 ("11101ATION 11E1`t HEN(T.	 I
I	 FILE NO,, 	'l I 1 ,I ri. 'iii
A R 1A STY- 'DS11 G 	
DATE- Now 1 194"
-^ r	
I	 SUPERSEDES;FLE,IBLE -A"N. P PI P "0^ ' 1 i^ 
* E 
C T 0 R S	 DATE:
2	 V) -- C. — 2 -- 1 `2 111 	 2
CPSTOMI : 	 ('11STOMFIVS Of i D E. 1 1 N0	 Am-ms *m0N(; REFE.HENCE
%1011 l 	T!' C
coli -STIlu-cl, 1 0111





N(	 klA%IMI;kl tti(HMING PHE.SSURE	 APPROX.
N.-MY IQ., A	 11	 1
I't	 11SIG	 SHIPPING
AT 7 0"Y	 Al' 2.50	 WT. 1,115.
950	 8




—i	 14	 15	 410	 1
1 —1 /4
/41
MTS	 VjjjI%Ai,Tnm vj,j!s i .w l
 VTSAIJGNIA!HT. 1 -011	 I'll V.SSUIlt, HEDIJu
FEA JURFS 1 Ell I PREPAPED BY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
011ITNIVIT • I-M 	 •'I
rT pr. A.U1 1; 11 Q ! 11 1 1;'-1*.Mf	 DATE	 ..........	 ........................
a RLIIUCA:^ P01 SE
UGINAL PA(LvSAVES SrACAII OF PIDOR QUALMY'
FORM N1 1 0. 6.5-11
I L ARMSTRONG PUMPS INC.i-4^	 'Al
NORTH TONAWANDA N V	 14120
kc
. Q. A ^► A4 +a O^ ti
^ a
q. '^ ,M R A O• A 1^ ^
4, A► ^'
.s ^ r ae a. + • .^ "J





RRMS TBONG FLRXIBku PIMP CONNECTORS
q
MODEL ITC









-kV.\1^lll5l	 %1 011 ,jING	 PRESSURE
14 G APPROX.Sf1IPPING
NT'.	 LBS,AT 70 "1' AT 254"F
2-1:'2 9 500 460 13-1/4
F I-(:	 :A 3 9 330 304 14-3/4
Ff:G 4 4 9 230 212 19-3/4













FFC 10 10 13 165 152 76
— F 17 1.2 12 14 5a 143 208TU
	
UNITS 111:51UNET1 Hill PUMP 1'IRRATION PLUi I/8" MISALIGNMENT, tU11 PU1.5AIM(i E'fftzNWM-. I ou" 	
• FACE TO FACE6IA^iEl1I151 YORFINr, t'NI;ssUftt: fit'. 505.
F 1(.1 1 3! i f i ha :	 MA'11 111 A LS:
• F(I t I ALLY A111.F. TO HANDLE	 + 5TXlNLF.SS STFFL CORRUGATED
	





15iT::1 r.5 slllLiS IN	 ASA t50 LB g'IANIr•1RI1




Plvrtvr • vlrn{€ 1.17
 K AN1(110111 •:II SO '111f; WING 1ti'f 1(71T DOES NOT IIEST ON 711E PUMP CONNECTORS.
SPFCTTX CA'I'I f1P 1
FURN1S11 AND INSTALL, W11"i'll" SHOWN ON PLANS, AHMSTRONG FLEXIBLE PUMP CONNECTORS WFM
STAINLESS S'IREL: 1311A1TA-l'O 1,E;:tN 011CTNG AND FIXES) ENDS.
MODELS	 SIZES




ANGLE TYPE PLO-TREX CONTROL VALVES
L
MODELS FTA-225 to FTA-68
------ C - -- ' -----A (with valve open) --•- «- ^^ p








I	 ^•r-'... •,:• arrll: ' PTA-34
FTA-44
^,...^	 t	 i ^ l •I...^:..°.'t"'If
	
FTA-45y.. `` ;	 Lrrl:,	 ±	
FTA-46
FTA-56
Pump discharge	 E (purge)	 F (pipe support}	 FTA -66
connection	 FTA-68
PERFORMANCE
Pressuir Drop in f a cet of Wnter
Line Velocity in Feet per Sec 
	 T
3 ltlsee. 4 ftlsec. 15 It/sec. 6 i t/see. 1 B Itlsec, i 101dsec.




2.3 11 2.7 It	 2.8 ft	 18 it f	 5.7 fr•'
70 gpm 92 ypm 115 gpm 1 138 gam	 185 gpm) 230 prim
2.2 it 2.3 it 2 -5 It	 2.7 ft	 3.7 ft I	 5.5 It
116 gpm 155 gpm 198 gpmi 238 ypm	 315 gptrt l 39(- gpm
2.1	 ft
187
2.2 It -2.3 It	 2.6 ft	 I	 3.511
315	 375	 500
5.41 ft	 -




360 gp m f
2.2 It	 2.3 It	 3.4 It




Furnish and install on the discharge lint: of
each pumping unit an Armstrong Model FTA
Angle Type Combination Shut-off, Salanc-
ing and Check Valve, with positive spring-
loaded seating, flanged cast iron body, bronze
disc and seat, and stainless steel stem and
spring.
Valve is to be installed to allow for valve
stem clearance.
)LMATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
BO DY	 Cast iron
DISC and SEAT	 bronze
STEM -'^ ^-	 stainless steel --
SPRING	 stainless steel
PACKING 




Model Flanged DIMENSIONS (inches) Body WI125 lb A . S.A.
-
f	 Diu.
Inlat	 Outlt A	 B	 C	 p	 I	 C	 I	 F	 Il
FTA-225, 2	 2 . 112 8 . 114	 4-114
	












B•1/4_ 4-114 	 4. 1/4	 a-112	 1 ' ,"j'12 	 j
B-114	 4-11116
	
4 . 114	 4 . 1/2	 1121 1














FTA•34 3 4 8.518	 5 .5/8	 4 .3/4	 5 . 1/4	 314	 1 9 65
FTA•44 10. 118	 5•_314	 5.3/4	 6	 3/4	 1-1 -14 9. 1/4 984 4	 -
FTA•_45 10.1/8 6 . 5/8	 5 .3 /4	 6 
w	
3/4	 1 . 1/4 1024 5 10
FTA•46
FTA-55
10-1/8	 7 . 112	 5.3/4 1 6	 3/4	 1 . 114









FTA•56 5 6 11.5/8 7. 3/8 6112 7 T	 1	 1 . 1 l4 11 142
FTA•66 7 T- - 7 - EI 1	 2 12-314 1466 c7--13-
FTA-66 1	 2 13.112 1fi376 8 13 8.3/4 7 8
° Consult factory for certified dimensions
Q fYlHr "1	 DESIGN INFORMATION
•	 -^ Ma 'imum working pressure . • • . • 175 psig
























	 CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. ARMSTRONG REFERENCE
FIN t;!NEEll
	 JOB REFERENCE
SPECIFICATION REFERENCE I	 QLIOTA7ION REFERENCE 	 I
QUANTITIES REQUIRED
MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE 175 PSIG - MAXIMUM WORKING TEMPERATURE 300°F.
r :'IDEI, NUMBER




INLLT FROh; SYSTE61 OUTLET TO PUAIP
FIH)LI ^1•:^Tli1i












PRESSURE DROP IN FEET OF HATER
VELOCITY IN FT.:SFC.MODEL NO.
3 FT.	 SEC. 4 FT.	 SEC. 5	 F1.	 SEG. ,;	 FT. 'SEC 6	 FT. 'SEC. 10	 FT. 'SEC. 12	 FT.ISEC
SG-252 .11	 ft. .20	 ft. .32	 ft. .43	 ft. Jq0	 ft. 1.28	 ft. 1.72	 ft.
SG -32 (32	 GI I M) 143	 CPM) (54	 GPk1) (64	 GPMI 06 GPM) (100	 GPM) (120	 GPM)
SG-2 25 :18	 fL. .32	 ft. . , n	 ft. 72	 ft. 1.28	 ft. 2.00	 fL. 2.88	 fL.
SG-325 (45 Gln0 160	 (191) (75	 G I'M ) (911	 GPO) (1211	 GI'M) (150 GPM) (100 GPM)
SG-33 .20	 ft.. .35	 fL. .55	 ft. .80	 f4. 1.42	 ft. 2.20	 ft. 3.15	 ft.
SG -43 ( 70 GPM) ( 42 GPM) f1 [ 5	 GPM 1138 GPM) i185	 GPlt) ( 230 GPM) ( 276 GPM)
SG-44
ft..17 fL..29 47	 ft. .68	 ft. 1.20	 ft. 1.90	 fL. 2.75	 ft.SG-54
SG-'64 1118	 GPM) I 13 GPM) 1198 GPO)
.67	 ft.
(23B GPM) (315 GPM) (396	 GP M ) ' (475 GPO)
SG-55 .23	 fL. .41	 ft. .95	 ft. 1.70	 ft. 2.65	 ft, 3.80	 fL.
SG-65 1167	 GPM) t250 Opul 1l5 C.PM) (375 GPM) (500 GPM) (625 GPM) (750 GPM)
SG-66 .22	 ft. .38	 ft. .60	 fL. .86	 ft. 1.54	 fL. 2.40	 ft. 3.45	 ft.
SG-86 (270 GPM) ( 360 GPM) ( 450 GPM) ( 540 GPO) (720 GPO) (900 GPM) 11 000 GPM)
SG-88 .21	 fL. .37	 ft. .58	 ft. .85	 fL. 1.50	 ft. 2.30	 ft. 3.35	 ft.
SG-108 (470 GPM) (625 GPM) (780 GPM) (940 GPM (1250	 GPM) (1550 GPM) (1870	 GPM)











}(To withdraw ARMSTRONG SUCTION GUIDE
	




i	 r 1'OR USE ON SUCTION CONNI,C711ON OF CEN1111FUGAL PUMP
TO SAVE SPACE, SIMPLIFY PIPING AND PRO.-[D-r
n	 STEADY 17LOIV CONDITION AT PUMP INLET.
Outle t ^ ^- •- I
^-	 G






800!' ............................................... CAST IRON
STRAINER ..................................... STAINLESS STEEL
START-UP STRAINER . . FINE MESH BRASS(Ilemat+t and dispose of start-ttp strainer after 1 month operation)












INLET OUTLET A R C I1 WIDTH E F G 11
SG-252 ^, 1	 8". 37 4-1	 4 4 . 1.	 4 8 - 1,'2 4-3.'4 7 '21,_ 3	 ]r$' 1	 l	 36
SG-32 2 1	 8 37 •1 . 11	 16 4-1,'4 8-1i2 4-3'4 -i -1'2 1.''2 3-1/8 1 37
SG-25:; '"1_ 2': 1	 8 3, 4-1	 •1 4-1,4 8-1'2 4-3	 4 7 112 1 3 -1/8 1 40
SG-325	
..^
2!i 1	 8 37 4-11 '16 4-1 /4 8-1 ?2 4-314 7-1.'2 I%2 3-118 1 41
SG-33 3 3 1;'8 50 4-3 `4 4-3/4 9-1	 '2 5-1/2 1	 7-1/2 3/4 3-5/8 1 53.
SG-43 4 3 1'8 50 5-5
	
8 4-3,'4 9-1'2 5-1'2 9 314 3-5,8 1 55
SG-44 4 4 l.'8 82 5-3/4 5-314 I1-1'2 7 9 3114 4-1!4 1'u 75
SG-54 5 4 1.8 82 6-5'8 5-3;4 11-1/2 1	 7 10 3!4 1 4-1;4 P4 81
SG-64 6 4 1;'8 82 7-1	 '2 5-3 '4 11-1r'2 7 11 3/4 4-1/4 lv 86
SG-55 5 5 1	 '8 104 6-1/2 6-1, i 2 12-3	 4 8 10 1 4-7/8 1'.4' 1	 95
SG-65 6 5 1	 '8 104 7-3,'8 6-1/2 12-3.'4 8 11 1 4 . 7/8 14 106
SG-66 6 6 1	 '8 153 7 7 14-1'4 9-1/4 11 . 1/4 1 5-3/4 2 146
SG-86 8 6 I'8 153 8.3'4 7 1.1-1'4 9-1.'4 13-1:2 1 5-3/4 2 151
SG-88 8 8 1:8 275 9-1	 4 1	 9-1	 '4 18 12-1.'4 13-3'4 1	 1 7 2 240
SG-108 10 8 1	 '8 275 11 9-1'4 18 12-1.`4 16 1 7 1	 2 255
SG-10.10
a
10 10 1'8 420 1_1	 -1	 '4 11 -1
	










f1EU1 PRODUCT PRE-CATALOG RELEASE
MODEL 152-TR-1215
FOR PUMP SUCTION AND DISCHARGE LINES
The new Keflex Bellows Type Diffetentiai
Pump Connectors, Model 152-TR-1215,
are designed to compensate for multi-
plane axial, lateral and angular movement
in non-tortional applications. At the same
time, they eliminate the need for a sep-
ara r e expander on the pump discharge or
a separate reducer on the pump suction
side. By e6mi:;zting this steel taper, the
differential pump connector saves the
cost of the taper, plus the cost of installing
it and the valuable space it would nor-
mally occupy.
The new differential pump connector has
retained the same superior design charac-
teristics as the Keflex standard bellows
pump connector. It is capable of a maxi-
mum operating pressure of 150 PSIG
and a maximum operating t—riperature
of 8000 F. The unit can also achieve a
.otal axial traverse of 51'8" (112" com-
pression, 1/8" extension), a totzl lateral
movement of lio" (1/16" each side of
center line), ar d an angular offset of
3-1/2 degrees maximum. Heavy duty
restraining rods and spacers assure pro-
tection against bellows distortion in the
event anchors are riot properly secured.
Chatte+proof spacers absorh mr^h.z,nical
vibration without hampering axial, lateral
and angular rnovsmPnt of the connector.
The new Keflex differential pump con-
nector is currently available in eight sizes
as listed on the opposite page. Contact
the factory for other size combinations
you may have or need.
TO ORDER: Specify the differential
pipe sizes desired (i.e. 4" x 3") followed
by the model number 152-TR-1215.
Refer to Keflex Bulletin KPC-3 for
installation and other operational data,







This page has been removed because of copyright material. For
information on the Keflex Differential Pump Connectors, contact
Keflex, Inc. , 225 S. Main Street, Bartlett, Illinois 60103.
n
B5-22
-.r..;	 -	 ^ .	 r.r^-	
^^r'"'^c^rvf:'1'1°^t{rv,^r.•,.+'fsrTw«.^v'.	 ...	 ..	 ..
ARMSTRONG VORTE)C AI R SEPARATOR FILE NO. 50 3 .w 5
DATE-	 Supt. 20, 1974
SUBMITTAL  D w T w	 DATE:	 May 3SUPERSEDES: 5035.9
5597
II'°i^ 	8!°n^ 	 (3, 1974
410DELS:	 VA-2 TO VA-12 LESS STI(A)NI; It
VAS-2 TO VAS-12 WITH STRAINER
CUSTOMER	 CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. ARMSTRONG REFERENCE
ENGINEER	 JOB REFERENCE
I	 SPECIFICATION REFERENCE	 I I	 QUOTATION REFERENCE	 f
MODEL NUMBER MAXIMUM FLOW
USGPtI
I CONSTRUCTION OF VORTEX AIR SEPARATOR I
Fabricated steel shell constructed according to ASMECode
for Unfired Pressure Vessels.
Form U-IA Manufacturer's Data Sheet signed by N.B.
Inspector provided in accordance with ASME Code for the
following units ONLY: VA5 - VASS to VAl2 - VASI2
inclusive.
Certificates are not required, and are not available, for smaller
Units VA2 - VAS2 to VA4 • VAS4 inclusive.
Connections provided for :
(a) Main inlet and outlet flow
(b) Air connections for line to compression tank
(c) Drain flushing connection at bottom to eliminate
dirt and sediment
(d) With strainer ( )	 without strainer ( )
J.S. PATENT NO. 3771290
WORKING CONDITIONS
MAXIMUlkI WOP$iTNG PRESSURE ............... 125 ps i
h1AX1t1UA1 WD,.dTNG TEMPERATURE ............ 	 350°F
KDROSTATIC TEST PRESSURE .............. 200 psi
I	 SPECIFICATIONS	 I
VERTICALLY MOUNTED AIR SEPARATOR HAVING
STEEL TANK WITH TANGENTIAL INLET AND OUT-
LET FOR SEPARATION OF AIR IN HYDRONIC SYSTEM
AND TO ACT AS A SEDIMENT TRAP. REMOVABLE
STEEL AIR COLLECTOR TUBE. .
SUITABLE FOR PIPE-LINE MOUNTING.




I	 REMARKS AND/OR ACCESSORIES
DIkiENSIDNS: SEE REVERSE SIDE
h	 vr11a^   
PAGE gg
ARMSTRONG PUMPS INC.
North Tonawanda, N. Y.
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DIMENSIONAL DATA - ARMSTRONG VORTEX AI'R SEPARATOR
^- NOTES:	
^ rI. INLET AND OUTLET CONNECTIONS	 -	 -	 -
	
"A" ARE NPT FOR SIZES 211	 .l r
TO 3" AND IS08 A.S.A. (AF)
FLANGED FOR SIZES 4" TO 12"
2. BOLT HOLES IN ALL FLANGES
STRADDLE VERTICAL (L
	
MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE 	 " A" INLET (SEE. NOTES I 8 2)
125 PSIG	 " q "
MAXIMUM WORKING TEMPERATURE
350°F
AIR TUBE .REMOVAL	 BLOWDOWN
	
AIR TUBE REMOVAL
(3" NPT ON SIZES
VAS-2 & VAS-26)









STR. A B C q
E F E F
G li K





VA-2 VAS-2 2 1 6 10 18.1/2 6-1/2 19-3/8 7-1/4 14 6-1/8 5-15/16 1-3/4 60 22 34
VA-2% AS-.2% N 1 7 12 18 -5/8 5-7/8 19-3/8 6-3/4 15 5-5/8 6-5/8 1-7/8 90 2B 40
VA-3 VAS-3 3 1 7-1/2 14 20-3/B 6-5/8 21-1/2 7-314 f	 16
6-1/4 8-5/8 2-9/16 180 36 48
VA-4 VAS-4 4 1-1/2 9-1/2 IB 24-1/2 7-3/4 25-1/2 8-3/4 20 7-1/4 10-3/4 3-1/8 310 92
II
103
VA -5 VAS-5 5 1-1/2- 11 20 27-3/4 B-5/8 28-3/4 9-5/8 23 B-1/B 12-3/4 3-5/8 500 122 133
k-6 VAS-6 6 1-1/2 12-1/2 24 31-1/4 9-5/B 32-3/8 10-3/4 26 9-1/8 16 4-11,16 725 196 20
VA-8 VAS-8 8 2 16 28 39-3/8 12 40-3/8 13	 ' 33 11-3/B 20 5-11/16 1250 372 384
VA-10 VAS-10 10	 . 2 20 32 46-7/8 .13-3/4' 47-7/8. 14-3/4 40 13-1/8' 24	 . 6-518 2000 526 I	 540









t	 AIit CON'FROL DEVICE
	
^^•:	 ^	 DATE:	 Ors. 24/66
FOR AYDRONIC SYSTEMS	 ^ ^ fti <<'	 A6
.^ ,r. l f 1!
ARMSTRONG BMA BOILER FITTING
	 ? f Y
Armstrong BMA Boiler Fittin gs are made in sizes 1" through 4". Ilie size selected should he the same
as the supply main at the boiler. The Armstrong Boiler Fitting is designed to remove the- air at the
point of release - the boiler.
	











NOT LESz THAN 2" RELau'	 FIG, ?
INSIDE TOP OF BOILER	
__Lj 
All dimensions in inches
UNIT
No.








e 1^?, 4 2b l;E 2 1 n 7
— =c c 4
y
1
2;^1 i	 2 '-, 12'- 4 2 4 7^ . 2-2 11 8[;"1
L	 - - ±d
INSTALLATION NOTE I 	
QLA_^,
When installing Armstrong 1s41A Boiler Fit.Lings, care should be taken to ensure that diptube does not
strike any obstruction in boiler. If standard diptube is too long for insertion in boiler, diptube
may be cut to suit. Diptube must always be installed below inside top of boiler, See Fig, 1.
ARMSTRONG TMA TANK FITTING
The Armstrong Tani: Fitting is designer: to maintain the correct amount of air in the expansion tank,
When selecting the Armstrong Tank Fitting it is important that the diame 	 e.-expansion—t-ank-be--.
known and a Tank Fitting be selected to suit as follows: -
TANK
CONNECTIONS - NPT
SITE DIAMETER TO TANK TO BOILER
A B C
ThIA-9 9"
TMA-12 12,	 13 or 14"
TMA-16 16"
T11A-18 18" 1/2" 3/4" 3-1i2" 2"
TMA-20 20"
TMA-24 24"






A ing syster. When
'TO	 1	 water appears,
BOILER	 (	 close vent. bent
should not be re-
opened unless s ys-
f'^-" 	 tem is drnincd.
I	 _	 i
CI
PIPE SIZING FROM BOILER TO
TMA TANK FITTING
DISTANCE OF HORIZONTAL PIPE FROM
BOILER TO FURTHEST TANK
UNDER I OVER 7 FT. OVER 20 FT.
7 FT. NDER 20 FT. UNDER 40 FT.
* MA-1- may be used for smaller diameter Tanks. Gut tubing
on installation to length equal to 2/3 diameter of tank.
EXPANSION TANK
ECCENTRIC COUPLING --- -- -- -
SUPPLY TO 11ADIA'fORS FIAT SIi i UP 
_y 71,--ARMSTRONG 'TMA FITTING
_i
	ARM ONG	 f	 >;SHORT NIPPLE
BATA	 I	 t P ITCH UP NOT LESS
	
FITTING	 THAN ]" in 5 FT.
REDUCING ELL. INCREASE PIPE SIZE FROM
THIS POINT IN ACCORDANCE WITH TABLE





CAUTION: - When using several Armstrong Boiler Fi ttings o g one boiler, only one Boil Pr Fitting should




AIR CONTROL DEVICES FOR IIYDRONIC SYSTEMS






BMA BOILER AIR FITTING
40SIZE 1 1i4 is 2 24 3 4
No.	 Req.
TMA TANK AIR FITTING
PREPAREDBY:..:.................. ...............................
DATE: ..........................	 ...........	 ......................
ARMSTRONG PUMPS INC.iiiiii
 auntdv WORTH TONAWANDA. N.Y. 	 14120
B6 -- 4
...,....
	 µ,..^:. ^: ^_
	
n' ;,,,	 ^.-.:: r;,^e	 ;r'",`9': • "nr	 .. ? `!' •r,	 Ta""'cf eex.:rmi.-	
.. .. ."
	 ..	 -
WOOD INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS COMPANY	 Eiistdiae ,iuty 1, 1976
	
AN ALCO STANDARD COMPANY 	
TOWN WOOD	
Form # 713
Conshohocken, Pa. 19428	 4__.._.__ .	 _..•.	 ^;.:.
"TELEPHONE NUMBER	 215.825 . 9110	 1	 1'^',^)<<.:r^
215828.0800
SP ECIFICATIONS FOR
ASME EXPANSMN-CnM PRESS [ON TANKS
125 L6s. Working Pressu re — 188 L6s, Test Pressure
Painted Red Oxide or Galvanized





15 12" 33" 8" ' 4" 7 1/2 1 " 4511 501!
18 12 39 8 4 71/2 1 S0 60
24 12 52 8 4 1	 71/2 1 63 70
30 14 48 1C 5 811]s 1 0	 65 °	 73
40 14 63 10 5 83/e 1 83 0	 93
60 16 72 12 6 9'i 1 113 •	 127
80 20 621/2 16 8 10 1 •	 130 °	 145
100" 20 78 16 8 10 1 162 181
120 24 65 20 10 111, 1 195 215
135 24 72 20 10 11 °, 1 215 235
180 30 62% 22 11 131,, 1 295 318
220 30 77 22 11 13'. 1'. 355 383
235 30 81 1/2 22 11 1314 11, 385
310 30 1051• 22 11 13'.. 1`., °	 480 517
300 36 71'„ 28 14 14314 11A 485 515
400 36 93%1 28 14 143/4 1'; 634 675
515 36 120'„ 28 14 14314 1:; 789 840
525 42 97 2 Sets	 15" Ctr, 147116 2 834 82
750 42 136 2 Sets	 15" Ctr. 147116 2 1133
1000 4$	 a 129 2 Se ts	 18" Ctr, 15314 2 1729 181 4
1500 48 198 2 Sets	 18" Mr. 153/4 2 2319 2421
2000 48 267 2 Sets	 18" Ctr. 15 2 2914 3025
'Sites normally in sloth for prompt shipment.
Tanks arefabricated to ASME Code, . subject to approval of a resident, licensed Inspector.
Telltale holes are furnished in lieu of inspection opening on all sizes thru 15 to 144 gallon, T wo 2" plugged in-
spection openings are provided on sixes 180 thru 515 gallon. 525 gallon and larger are equipped with an 11 x 15"
Manhole. .
Tops for 2 overlapping gouge glass assem6lies ore included on 525 gallon size & larger.
Guarantees are against defects in material or workmanship, and are good up to the time of installation and test only.
The guarantee is to the exlert of the tonk only, and does not include any allowance for replacement or consequential
damage. Material must not be returned without first receiving our permission.
8-7
PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANCE WITHOUT NOTIC 3L
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DATE:	 Sept. 1, 1966
RELIEF AND REDUCIfdG YALYES
.r
•"r_' rr.. Ste"-	 ^^
COMBINATION UNITS
Nate: Reducing Valve factory set at 12 psi, adjustable
7 to 25 psi. Reducing Valve equipped with
strainer, anti-syphon check, composition disc
and brass valve scat.
,MODEL S] ZE REIrI EF ^Dl, APPROX.
NO. SETTING SHIPPING WT.
C-11 " 30 PSI BRASS 2 % LBS.
C-20 30 PSI i	 IRON 6	 LESS.
RELIEF VALVES
MODEL SIZE RELIEF BODE` APPROX.
NO. SETTING SHIPPING WT.
RL-11 ,z 30 PSI BRASS 116 LBS.
RL-20 30 PSI I	 IRON 3 LBS.
CORttfU" • 1" •• ; -
.^r	 I
REDUCING VALVES
Note: RD-11 and RD -20 Reducing Valve same as used
in C-11 and C-20 Combination Units. All Units









RD-11 «" 12 PSI	 * BRASS 1 t4' LBS.
RD-20 t`/x" 12 PSI	 ' IRON 3!/4 LBS,
RD-50 %" 12 PSI IRON 3% LBS.
HRD-60 ::" 45 PSI	 + BRASS 3'4 LBS.
HRD 70 ,a" 45 PSI + BRASS 3!4 LBS.
I Adjustable 7 PSI to 25 PSI.









RFLIEF AND REDUCING VALVES












C-11 12 PSI 30 PSI
C-20 12 PSI 30 PSI






















+ RD-11, RD-20 and RD-50 Adjus-
table 7 PSI to 25 PSI.
HRD-60 and HRD-70 Adjustable
25 PSI to 12S' PSI. Maximum
Initial Pressure 150 PSI.
ARMSTRONG PUMPS INC.
NORTH TONAWANDA, N.Y. 	 14120
I	 ^
STEAM DISCHARGE
Should .operating controls fail,
permitting run-away firing, the
boiler water may reach steam-
forming temperatures, creating a	 lrr
steam pressure condition. Acting
as a steam safety valve, it dis-
L
charges steam at the rate or
faster than the boiler.can . gener-	 [
ate it, thus restoring system r.=









for Pressure Protection of
Hot Water Heating Boilers
Sizes: 3/" thru 2"
The 174A-740 Series was developed to offer a
complete line of boiler safety relief valve sizes from
3/4" through 2" inclusive and with corresponding
high BTU discharge capacity ratings. Watts was the
first to offer this full selection of sizes, which afford
complete pressure protection for the great majority
of all hot water heating and supply boilers with a
single valve.
Sizes I" to 2" inclusive are proportionately larger
valves to the 3/a" size. They are designed for larger
institutional and industrial installations to protect
high BTU rated boilers that need. greater relief
capacities.
Whenever plans call for the latest and finest in
A.S.M.E. relief .valves, you'll find them in the
Watts line.
I '15RA No. 740
IINur
OPERATION: A hot water heating boiler operates normally
full of water and steams only when there is trouble with the
firing controls. When this occurs, it is good "safety" procedure
to reduce the energy stored in the boiler by lowering the heat •
content of the boiler as rapidly as practicable..
WATER DISCHARGE
As thermal .expansion conditions
develop, pressures may be built
up to the setting of the relief
valve. In this phase of operation,
it acts as a.-water relief valve,
discharging the small quantity of
water which is expanded in the
System.
;	 A-
• Seat located above drain. water can 't be trapped
and sediment can't foul seat
• Non-mechanical seat-to-disc alignment will not
stick or freeze
• Water seal of high temperature resisting material
isolates spring working parts from water during
relief
• No. 740 has the same design features as No. 174A




Each hot water space heating boiler shall be equipped
%with a pressure relief valve set to relieve below the
maximum boiler working pressur Phe device shall
be certified in accordance with A.S.M.E. low
pressure heating boiler code Secraon 4. The BTU
rating of the valve must be in excess of the BTU
output heating of the boiler. Watts Regulator
Company Series 174A, 740 or equal.
88-3
DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY:
WA" rlb „ateloaf pnlOCfiy^ nama
WATTS REGULATOR CO. a LAWRENCE, MASS., U.S.A.
With Representatives in Over 40 Cities Irom Coast to Coast
IN CANADA
WATTS REGULATOR OF CANADA, LTD.
WES TON, ON T AR I O
174A Series
• Bronze body construction
• Non-metallic disc-to-metal seating
740 Series
• Iron body construction
• Non-metallic disc-to-metal seating
174A Series
Pressure range 30 lbs. to 160 lbs. with corres-
ponding high BTU/HR ratings from 650,000
to 14,370,000 BTU/HR.
740 Series
Pressure range 30 lbs. to 75 lbs. with corres-
ponding high ratings from 925,000 to
10,700,000 BTU/HR.
QY	 ASME	 NB
Tested and rated by A.S.M.E. National Board of
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors.
No, 174A Series
SETTINGS and RELIEVING CAPACITIES
(National Board Certified Ratings)
BTU Steam Discharge Capacities
Size 30 lbs. 100 lbs. 125 tbs. 150 lbs.
3." 650,000 1,695,000 2,070,000 2,445,000
1" 1,005,000 2,635,000 3,215,090 3,795,000
1'/," 1,865,000 4,870,400 5,945,000 7,020,000
1%" 2,020,000 5,290,000 6,460,000 7,630,000
2" 3,815,000 9,970,000 12,170,000 14,370,000
NOTE: We recommend No. 740 Series as best buy for hot water
space heating boiler requirements between 30 through 75 lbs.
No. 740 Series
SETTINGS and RELIEVING CAPACITIES
(National Board Certified Ratings)
BTU Steam Discharge Capacities
Size 30 lbs. 45 lbs. 50 tbs. 75 tbs,
%" x 1 " 925,000 1,245,000 1,352,000 1,886,000
1" x 1Y." 1,300,000 1,749,000 1,899,000 2,649,000
1Y." x 15," 2,195,000 2,830,000 3,075,000 4,285,000
1'/7" x 2" 2,900,000 3,903,000 4,238,000 5,910,000
2" x 2%" 5,250,000 7,050,000 7,650,000 10,700,000
NOTE: Valve settings, other than shown above, are available in 5 Eb.
increments between the pressure range of 30 through 75 tbs.
No. 174A Series
No. Size Model Height Length Weight
174A 314" x 3 14 M3 5118" 2 1h" 1112 lbs.
174A 1" x it, 5314" 3" 3118 lbs.
114A 11/4"x 1 114" M 8318" 43/41, tbs.
174A 1 1 /2 "x 1 112" M 9" 471a" 7114 tbs.
174A 2" x 20, 115/8" 6 114" 133/4 )its.
No. 740 Series
No. Size Model Height Length Weight
740 3/4" x 1" M1 5`518" 3" 17/8 IbS,
740 1"x 1 114" M 7114" 3Vz" 311s tbs.
740 1114 x 	 1 1 .' M 8314" 45/6" 6118 tbs.
740 1 112" x 2" M 91/4 5 1/4" 71h lbs.


















2a Lo 6" PI Pt SIZE
125 PSI AAAM0. MFLAOES
FIG. 1 FIG. 3
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FLANGE	 DRILLING NO. OFELE_
MENTS
SHIPPING WT,	 Ex-PORT
IRON	 BRONZE	 FT.W X Y Z
NO. OF
HOLES DHOLESF BC
1yA l2 3 3e 216 - 8B 48 - - - 1 I8 20 1	 .4
2 8 2" 3 3 3- - 94 5z - - - T 22 25 4
2BF 2- 2 4fg 4 6 10B 6 4 41 1 35 40 .4
2TB 21 - 1 10 Li 7 61 8 4 5L 2 65 75 1.1
3 B 3" 1 10 i 71 61 81 4 6 2 70 80 1.1
4 B 4' T 1577 is76 9 616 T2L 87 ^± 4 150 165 2A



















S.36 B b" 1 19, 1
BASIC MODELS 1-1/2A, 2B AND 2BF ARE AVAILABLE IN CAST IRON OR ALL BRONZE, BASIC MODELS 2-1/2B THROUGH 6B ARE AVAIL-
ABLE IN CAST IRON, DUCTILE IRON OR ALL BRONZE, CAST IRON AND DUCTILE IRON VALVES ARE BRONZE FITTED.
VALVES MAY BE OPOERED BY SPECIFYING THE BASIC MDDEL NO., THE HOUSING MATERIAL DESIRED, THE NOMINAL TEMPERATURE
r DESIRED, :ND ANY SPECIAL CONDITIONS THE VALVE MUST WITHSTAND. AMOT IS ADOPTING THE POLICY OF ADDING TO THE
COMPUTE MODEL NUMBER, A LETTER DESIGNATING ANY SPECIAL HOUSING FEATURES, ANOTHER LETTER TO DESIGNATE HOUSING
MATERIAL (C, B, D OR A, ETC.) AND A CODE NUMBER AFTER THE NOMINAL TEMPERATURE TO INDICATE TYPE OF ELEMENT.
THUS A VALVE ORDERED AS A 2-1/2B-160 CAST IRON BRONZE FITTED, WILL BE STAMPED ON THE NAMEPLATE AS A 2-112HDC
160-4L. THE 0 MEANS STANDARD CONSTRUCTION, C MEANS CAST IRON, THE 01 MEANS STANDARD 1096X- TYPE ELEMENT BST
TO MAINTAIN A NOMINAL 160°F. PLAID TEMPERATURE.
AMOT THERMOSTATIC VALVES ARE TEMPERATURE RATED FOR THE EXPECTED NOMINAL OPERATING TEMPERATURE IN JACKET WATER
SERVICE, ON LUBRICATING OIL APPLICATIONS, THE OPERATING TEMPERATURE MAY BE SLIGHTLY ABOVE THE NOMINAL HATING
DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF OIL, FLOW RATE, AND OTHER CONDITIONS OF THE-SYSTEM.
STANDARD STOCK TEMPERATURE SETTINGS AVAILABLE FOR A&B SERIES VALVES ARE 75, 90, 105, 120, 130, 140, 150, 155, 160,
165, 170, 180 AND 195°F. SOME OTHER TEMPERATURE SETTINGS AVAILABLE ON SPECIAL ORDER ON LIMIITED STOCK BASIS.
`	 BASIC MODEL 1-1/2A REQUIRES ONE 1126X- (TEMP.) TYPE THER I.OGTATIC ELEMENT,
	
BASIC MODEL B REQUIRES THE 1096X-
	
^.	 (TEMP.) TYPE ELEMENTS WHICH ARE INTERCHANGEABLE ON 2' I THROUGH 6" SIZE.
2'I
 TO 6" TYPE B VALVES ARE AVAILABLE WITH NAVY FLANGE DRILLING.
CERTIFIED PRINT
CUSTOMER	 BY
PURCHASE ORDER NO,	 DATE
FORM 129
AMOT CONTROLS	 OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
CORPORATION	 MODELS A& S	 REV. I
THERMOSTATIC VALVES	 DATE 7.70
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PARTS LIST INSTRUCTIONS 






Your Amot Thermostatic Val ,,e has been maf,ufactured
withextreme care and tested to insure that .c had no
detectable defects at the time it left the factory. If
the valve is correctly applied and installed it will
give years of service under reasonable operating con-
ditions. This instruction manual will give you service
information for nearly all normal operating conditions,
but for unusual situations it may be necessary to con-
tact your Amot representative or the Amot factory.
All Amor A & B series valves use the "expanding wax"
type of temperature sensing element. These elements
are set to their nominal temperature rating under
closely controlled conditions, and cannot be altered
once they have been set. If it is ever necessary to
change the nominal rating of a valve, a dif:erent.net
of elements must be used. Amat has an element exchange
program for new or only slightly used elements-see Form
13b for	 terms and conditions of
	 the exchange.
INSPECTING THE VALVE ON ITS RECEIPT
Immediately on receiving your valve, check it over
carefully for damage received in shipping, and to be
sure you have received the proper unit. in checking
the model number of the valve against ycur order, you
may find that here are a few more digits on the name-
plate than show on the order. These extra letters and
numbers merel y
 help us to be able to identify the valve
and its type of construction more fully than in the
past. For example you may have ordered a 2BF Cast Iron
Valve at 160'F nominal, but you received a 2BFC-160-01.
the larger number means the valve is a 2BF type, with
cast iron housing, 164°F nominal rating;and the -01
indicates
	 standard 1046% type elements were 	 used.
Similarly, a IIA-170 (available in bronze only) becomes
11AOB-170-01. The first 0 means standard 14" NPT
connection threads, B means bronze and theOlA ndicates
standard 11268 elements-
If severe electrolysis is expect^d or encountered in
the system, a zinc or magnesium waste plug should be
installed in the valve at the A port - or as close as
possible to it. Pur direct sea water cooled .
 installs-
tions, bronze valves with plated elements must be used:
Cast iron housings are.not generally satisfactory on
sea Water.
If the valve is mounted at the high point of any system,
be sure that the system is properly vented to prevent-
trapping air at the elements. A good rule to follow on
systems is to place air vents at all high points and
drains at all low points. Vents can all be connected
to a single collection point It feasible, as shown in
Fig. 1, Page 3.
OPERATION
After initially placing the valve in operation, system
temperatures should be closely watched to be sure that
all portions of the circuit are performing properly.
A system in ,hich the valves have been properly select-
ed for the anticipated flows and hear rejection rates
should operate very close to the valve nominal tempera-
ture ratinL. Water cooling systems will usually operate
at or slightly below the nominal temperature. Lubrica-
ting oil or other viscous fluids with lower specific
nests than water will indicate at or slightly above the
nominal temperature.
In any system where the indicated temperatures are more
than 5°F from the nominal valve rating,an eifort should
be made to frno the cause. Any system operating at an
indicated 10°F or more from the anticipated temperatures
could be-in troubl p .andche cause must be located immedi-
ately. Standard Amot elements should not be operated
continuously at temperatures in excess of 25°F above
their nominal rating. On most Amot elemants, 10°F above
the nominal is the maximum stroke point of the element
sliding valve, and beyond that point the valve is
directing all of the fluwing fluid to the C Port,
INSTALLATION
The	 asse,;t,l ed -unit type	 of	 constructic.i	 of the Amot
A&B Valve uimensions are given on Form 121, a certified 	 elements	 make them easy tc check if they are suspected
copy of which is	 supplied	 with	 each valve order, and	 of causing	 erroneous system operation. 	 The following
which should	 be	 checked	 against the	 actual valve on	 procedure will give you an indication as to whether the
receipt	 of the order,	 If special engineered drawings	 element	 is close to	 its proper calibration.	 (For an
have been prepared, these drawings should be 	 followed.	 accurate test, we	 suggest	 the	 elements	 be	 shipped
Any	 conflict	 arising	 between such	 drawings and Amot	 prepaid to	 Amot for	 check =,rg in our	 calibrated	 test
stano:rd	 instructions	 should be	 resolved	 before the	 tanks.	 Note!	 Whenever	 shipping elements, be sure to
valve is put Lnto service. 	 wrap them individually for protection against nicks and
bumps.)
On	 Page	 3 of this	 bulletin are	 several	 recommended
methcda of	 apply)	 ^	 Amot	 valves.	 in	 general,	 a	 On	 most	 elements in the A & B valve 	 series,	 the
11diverting" system will pro tide slightly more even temp-	 sliding valve starts to lift off the spider seat at
erature control than a "mixing'	 arrangement.	 This	 is	 5°F below	 the nominal	 temperature rating stamped
because the .order introduces a hom6 enous fluid to the 	 on the side strap,
	 (This is the only number refer-
sensiug elements	 whereas a mixing	 system requires the	 encing temperature an the element.
	 All others are
fluid at two different temperatures to mix in the small 	 production control	 numbers.)	 At 10°F
	
above	 the
volume of the valve.	 nominal,the a hment is at or near its full stroke.
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Place the element in a bucket of voter 10'P below In the event that your	 cooling system does not operate
the nominal	 rating one stir the
	 water vigorously close to the	 desired	 temperature,	 the following check
with the element for 5 minutes. (the sliding valve list may point-to one or more causes for the problem,
should not be off its seat),
	 Next, place the ele-
ment in water at
	 15'17 above the nominal 	 rating and 1,	 SYSTEM. TEMPERATURE TOO COLD.
stfr vigorously for 5 minutes, The element should A. Insufficient heat 	 rejected	 to coolant to
now be fully stroked. This is determined by immedi- maintain	 temperature.
ateiy placing the element back in the valve housing, B. Wrong nominal	 temperature selected.
and pushing	 the element
	 spider fulls
	 into	 Its C. BL-metallic type
	 thermometers will	 indicate	 low
counterhore.	 If the resistance
	 of the	 sliding when calibrated	 in oil, then used in water.
valve overtravel spring can be felt,
	 the element U. Thermostatic valve greatly oversized or coaling
is fully stroked.	 Perform the lest step quickly capacity of system much greater than required.






BATH.	 On very high	 temperature water to cooler at low temperatures.
elements, water and glycol may be used, F. Worn O-ring seal or broken old style lip-type
beat	 (see Form 542).
MA NTENANCE G. Too great a pressure difference	 (in excess of
25	 ps1)	 between valve ports.
Amot thermostatic valves probably require less mainten- R. Foreign material	 stuck tsetwe^:n sliding valve
ante than any other type for similar use.
	 Elements in and	 sent.
normal aervice should be good: for 6 to 10 years, Excess-
ive temperatures,
	 chemical,	 electrolytic or cavitation 2,	 SYSTEM 'TEMPERATURE T00 HOT.
attack will	 of course shorten the life of the	 elements A. Cooling capacity of system not adequate,
and seats	 (which are replaceable). 	 Wate. additives may B. Thermostatic valve too small 	 for flow rate
cousr
	
swelling of the O-ring	 seal	 around	 the sliding, (also causes high pressure drop and possibly
valve.to
 the point where they may affect element action cavitation).
and require replacement. Synthetic base lubricants will C. Valve installed backwards--as temp.
	 increases,
definitely attack the 0-ring seats which me w be removed, B pore	 .loses,	 reducing flow to cooler.
or replaced by rings of alternate material. D. Bypass will not close due to worn or pitted
seats,	 :l :ding valve,	 0-ring seal,'etc.
Carbonates,	 scale and other solids must not on permittal E. Element may have been over-temperatured suffic-
to build up on, sliding	 valve or sensing
	 cup surfaces. fencly to affect calibration or rupture wax
The valve and elements may be cleaned with mi.ld acid or sent.
	 Requires complete new element,
Oakite solutions.
	 Hard scale	 may require
	 wire brush F. Solids buildup on element sliding valve prevents
buffing.	 Unless	 definite	 trouble is	 encountered	 in proper action of element.
operation,a valve need not be inspected more than every C. Foreign mnrerial stuck between sliding valve
2 to 3 years.	 When replacing element g , a Light coating and seat.
of grease on the 0-ring is helpful in re-assambly. 	 Be it. .Excessive pressure differential between, parts
sure the 0-ring is centered in the sleeve before replac- (very low pressure through bypass leg-very high
ing element.
	 When ordering replacement parts for Amut pressure in cooler).
valves,	 always give the item number,
	 name of the part,
the complete valve model
	 number and the correct aerial ADDITIONAL ITEMS THAT MAY BE CIEChED ARE- -
number.
A. Thermometers--A thermometer that reads the same
whether system is cold or hot needs replacing,
Amot does not	 recommend that a large	 stock of	 spare B. Location of thermometers--On horizontal pipe
parts be	 maintained al	 the valve	 installation.	 Most runs,	 these should be in the aide of the pipe
commonly	 used	 elements	 and	 seals	 are	 immediately when possible,	 (Particularly an oil 	 systems.)
available from Amato'	 stocking area represencat:ives,or C, They should be as far as possible downstream
from the factory direct.	 Rubber seals and composition from the confluence of two streams of different
gaskets are rated	 for o shelf	 life of one	 year from temperature.
date of shipment.	 If adequately sealed from air, they D. Look for bypasses	 or "sneak circuits" which
may be good for longer periods. Shelf life of the Amos prevent thermostatic valve control of the
elements is frw one to two yeara,depending on storage complete system.
Conditions. E. Check to see that valve is marked properly.Look-
in the B j>ort,one should always see the top
COMMONLY USED REPLACEMENT PARIS of the element sliding valve	 (see section on
Page 4). 
BASIC	 NO. OF	 BASIC	 0 RING	 HOUSING F, Cracked or broken valves may be due to trying
MODEL
	
ELFADITS	 ELEMENT	 ELEMENT	 GASKET to make up piping runsthat are c	 short;
NO.	 & 0 RINGS	 PART	 SEAL	 PART usin
	





N0.	 N0.	 NO, iron	 flanges and pulling bolts	 too tight;
	
lack
ofenpansion isolation between valve and piping;
14A(O1der)	 1	 1126X-(Temp.)	 1919	 100 excessive weight or mis-alignment of piping;al•
IWCurrent)	 1	 1126X-(Temp.)	 1919	 761 lowing untreated water co freeze in the system.
I%B 20 2BP(Older)	 1	 1096X-(Temp.)
	
1183	 1100
I1B 2B 2BY(Current)	 1	 1096X-(Temp.)	 118,	 761
24B	 2	 1096X-(Temp.)	 L163	 1094
3 B	 2	 1096%-(Tem;•,)	 1183	 1094
4 B	 4	 1096X-(Temp.)	 1163	 1123
5 B	 6	 1096X-(Temp.)	 1183	 1117
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 ---	 --PUMP	 [
Flg. l
WATER	 1	 --RA
PUMP	 -- C ` 	 OUT
Fig. 2
COOLING. WATER CONTROL- RADIATOR
Valve shown in "diverling"
	 to	 tem.Paul son	 central culler COOLING WATER CONTROL-HEAT EXCHANGER
peiarure• In dolled position, valve will "mix"-le control Volvo shown in "diverting" inslollelion. Mount valve os	 -


















Ar '	 I' FOOT VALVE A






PUMP IS LOCATED ABOVE OIL
. WATER LINE PUMP	 C .
Fig. J Fig, 4
DIRECT COOLING WITH RAW WATER 1 140 F OR LESS) LUKE OIL CONTROL
Valve shown in "diverting" intlallo6on. Mount Volvo as Valve shown it, diverting position to control oil sump 	 -
shown in dolled position for "miring" applications. temperature. In dolled position vulva will "mix" to con•














B	 THERMOSTAT HEAT LOAD















Fig. S	 -	 -	 -	 - Fig. 6
AIR CONDITIONING ELECTRIC SYSTEM 'COOLING .
Valve shown in "mixing • ' position to control. Ir4mperalure Volvo shown in "diverting" position to contra[ max.
of inlet water to refrigeration syoem condenser. Valve in temperatures from tubes, batteries o r olhet hem ioodi.
dolled position controls culler tempefolute. _ Valve in dotted position controls inlet temperauro.
.,,-EXPANSION 
Fig 7 HEAT LOAD	 TANK
WATER SAVING APPLICATIONS 	 - -	 - - -
Valve as shown maintains minimum flow through
cooler to Conserve molar, requires internal leak WATER PUMP






r -	 -'DOTTED VENT LINES Ik TO ;S" DEPENDING UPONINSTALLATION AND EQUIPMENT SIZE
89-4
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('	 Page 6	 WHEN COHWNICATING WITH AMOT REGARDING OPERATION OF A
^ qa p Aa..p. CONTROL. ALWAYS GIVE THE MODEL NO. AND SERIAL N0,	 IF
s	 ORDERING	 PARTS, ALSO INCLUDE THE DESCRIPTION, 	 PART
NO., AND QUANTITY DESIRED.
PARTS LIST
MODELS 12 A 2B 213F	 r7: 
'	 PORT	
It ^\




REF.	 DESCRIPTION	 QTY.	 1-1/2A	 1	 26828E





I	 k	 I	 , 
1	 HOUSING
	 ASSY.	 _	 1	 NOTT 4	 NOTE 4
2	
_ 
UPPER HSG.	 I	 NOTE 4_	 NOTE 4
3	 SkAT	 ]	 N_OT REO_f7. 109
	 _
4	 SLEEVE	 1	 _31P4	 5534
5	 O RING SEAL
	 I	 1	 191_9_ 	 1]83




BA	 0 RING GASKET	 76
9	 LOWER HSG.	 I	 1	 NOTE	 N rhT^4
10	 CAPSCREW
	 1	 4	 *	 °4
11
	 1	 L0CK WAS HER
12	 I	 NUT
(1) ON 140DEL 1-1/2A, THE SEAT IS NOT REPLACE-
ABLE.
(2) FLAT GASKET USED ON ALL OLDER SINGLE
ELEMENT VALVES HAVING SHORT MODEL NO.
(SUCH AS 1-1/2A-170, 2BF-160, ETC).
(3) 0 RING GASKET 'USED ON ALL CURRENT SINGLE
ELEMENT VALVES HAVING LONGER MODEL NO.
(SUCH AS 1-1/2ADB-170-01, 26FC-160-01,
ETC.).
(4) ORDER HOUSINGS BY STATING THE MODEL NO,
AND MATERIAL REQUIRED.
8 ORDER.BY
 REFERENCE NO., DESCRIPTION AND
VALVE MODEL NO, E.G. 410, CAPSCREW FOR 46




MODELS 2zB 3B 4B 5B 6B
REF,	 4UANTITY REQ_D.	 PER _UNIT_	 PART
NO 	 DESCRIPTION	 2-1/2BI 3B1 4B!5B1 6B	 NUMBERS
1	 HOUSING
	
ASSY.	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
	 NOTE	 4
2	 UPPER	 HSG.	 1-	 1^ 1 ^1"	 11	 1	 NOY1 !4
3 _
	 SEAT—_	 2__-_2	 4	 6	 ^9^
k	 5LE£^	 2	 2	 4	 1	 9
5	 0 RING SEAL	 2	 2	 1 4	 1 6
Ij6	 STUD
	
0	 0	 2	 2
7	 CLEMENT ASSY.	 2	 2	 4	 6 	 --¢
8	 1 FLAT	 GASKET	 1	 i	 I	 1	 1	 1
9	 LOWER HSG.	 1	 ]	 l	 1_	 1	 70—TT-4 _^
10	 _CAPSCREW	 4	 6	 5	 8	 be
11	 LOCKWASHER	 4	 4	 8	 8	 12	 ee
12	 NUT	 4	 4	 8	 8	 1 12	 **
" ORDER ELEMENTS RY BASIC MODFL NO. AND
TEMPERATURE, E.G. 1126X-150', 1096X-180°.
ae ORDER BY REFERENCE NO., DESCRIPTION AND
VALVE MODEL NO. E.G. 110, CAPSCREW FOR 0
VALVE. 98, FLAT GASKET FOR 3B VALVE.










MODELS A & B
THERMOSTATIC VALVES
AMOT Thermostats offer the fol;owing advantages
for automatic engine jacket water and lubricating oil
temperature control:
• Large capacity combined with light weight.
• Excellent reliability even under extreme shocks and vibration.
• No external bulbs or tubing to break and cause trouble.
• Operating forces are very large and with no packing glands,
there is no chance of valve ever sticking or becoming inop-
erative.
• Holds close regulation and is not sensitive to pressure.
• Temperature is fixed and cannot be tam pered with.
• Because of its simple and rugged construction, practically no
maintenance is ever required.
• Compac ► in size, and will operate in any position, which
facilitates piping.
• Has positive 3-way action.
• Prices are competitive.
Fig. 1. Typical Amot thermostat installation on a 1200
hp duos fuel engine at Phillips p ipe line Sharpe,
Kansas station. .Arrow shows position of a 4"' Amo1
thermostat in the engine water outlet fine.
I I I	 I
^I
7ak a0 AT NO°1
--J Sal 40 AT 180-01
$At
	 30 AT 140°1
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t;A 40 55 70 85 100 115I B 40 60 80 100 120 140
2 13 8 75 110 145 180 215 250
38 60 120 160 200 240 280
413 160 240 520 400 480 560
88 240 560 480 600 720 640
68 560 540 720 900 1060 1260
FLOW IN U.S. GALLONS PER MINUTE










Fig. 2. Pressure drop through Amot thermostats.
All AMOT thermostats ore equipped with positive 3-wav valve action in which the
water or lubricating oil is positively made to flow in the direction required. On
jacket water applications when the engine is started up and is cold, the AMOT
thermostat causes all of the water to be positively by-passed back into the engine,
thus providing the quickest warm-up period possible. Afte- worm up, the correct
amount of - uler is by- passed and automatically mixed with the cold water return-
ing f-,a) the heat exchanger or other cooling device to produce the desired jacket
water outlet temperature. If ever required, the AMOT thermostat will shut off
positively on the by-pass fine. The 3 -way action of the V.DT thermostat allows
constant volume of water through the pump and engim at all times with no
pump restriction when the engine is cold.
No adjustments or service are ever required on AMOT thermostats. Once installed
en AVDT thermostat can be forgotten about It is entirely self-contained, and there
are no external bulbs at Imes to become L'arnaged or broken. There are no packing
gionds to tighten and no parts to oil. The temperature is permanently set of the
toctory and requires no It:`ner adjuslment. The operating temperature con be
changed only by changing elements- Elements are easily replaced by unbolting the
housing. Elements ore all inlerchongeabie between the 2" to 6" sizes and sites
larger then 2' rontain multiple elements in one housing. This means that the some
sire AMOT element will fit any size AMOT thermostat housing from the 2" pipe
size to the 6" pipe size model.
Because AMOT thermostats are set to a predetermined temperature at The factory,
costly errors due to mistakes of operu,i!!; personnel are eliminated. After an AMOT
thermostat has been installed, it is impossible for the operator to change the
operating temperature and run the engine too cold unless the elements memselves
are changed.
The temperature range of any AMOT thermostat ordered should follow 1..4 engine
builder's recommendation This informa t ion is usually available from AMOT engi-
neers who work closely with the engine manufacturers. A few general recommenda•
lions can be mode, however. For direct salt water coaled marine engines the 120"F.
model should be used as this temperature is well below the point at which salt
will deposit in the water passages of large diesel engines. Although it is safe to
go somewhat higher than this temperature it is general practice to use the 120T
model for diesels and the 1401. model for smaller gusoline marine engines with
direct salt water cooling Special salt water thermostats are available at extra tort
in the 120"F. and 140' F. models For marine and stationary engines using heat
exchangers, radiators, or some other type of fresh water system a jacket water
outlet temperature of 1601 is fairly universal. In regard to size, the size thermo-
stat corresponding to the water outlet pipe size on the engine is usually satisfactory.
However, if water flow information is available, the graph on fiqure 2 tan be used
to select the proper size. Pressure drop is usually limited to approximately 1 pounds
per square inch.
Thermostat hou,ings in the 2" flanged size and larger are furnished in either cost
iron, ductile iron, or all bronze. The East iron models are recommended for most
applications because at their equal performance at a lower price. All bronze models
are sometimes used on Navy installations when all bronze construction is specified.
The2" sire with screwed connertrons and smaller sizes are furnished in all bronze





LueE OIL CONTROL	 PUMP
Vol- shown in diverting posi,wn to rontiol oil sump
lempr ralure In darted position valve will ' m,," to con.
trol oil temperature to beorings or moniiold









AIR CONDITIONING	 ' y ^ 	 '
Valve shown in' mixing' position to control temperaturr
of inlet water to refrigeration system condenser. Valve m







Fig. 8,	 A	 "orNitYos,AT
WATER SAVING APPLICATIONS	 lscsutcEe	 C
Valve as shown maintains minimum flow through
coal., to —sew. water, repui.es internal leak





and are described in other bulletins. Dimensions and weights of AMOT thermostats
ore shown on the lost page of this bulletin.
PIPING DIAGRAMS FOR AMOT THERMOSTATS
The Iwo most commonly used piping diagrams for jacket water control are shown
in figures 4 and 5. The AMOT thermostat will operate in any position and mounting
should be made in accordance with convenience.
For lubricating oil temperature control, The AMOT thermostat is used directly in
the lubricating oil line as shown in figure 6. The oil will by-pass the heat
exchanger when cold and will reach The desired operating temperature rapidly.
When warm, the correct amount of ail will be circulated through the heat exchanger
to maintain the desired temperature automatically. The system shown in 6g. 6A
is similar to the standard jacket water temperature control system. In fig. 6 B the
AMOT thermostat is used as a mixing valve. Not oil caters "B" and cold oil enters
"C" and the oil is mixed and proportioned so as to emerge from "A" of the desired
temperature. This system is sometimes used in connection with jacket water tem-
perature control when it is desired to maintain a certain temperature of the water
entering the engine.


















The power creating medium. utilizes the expansion of n special thermostatic mate-
rial whicf . r,Tn n "• i.-I t	 mi . snlid form and which is highly sensitive to temperature
changes.
The operating range is determined by the chemical composition of the material.
Expansion of the material created by a rise in temperature develops a pressure that
is transmitted directi) to the piston producing a very large force which easily over-
comes the return spring force of over 100 pounds. Construction is simple and rugged,
yet the unit is very sensitive to changes in lemperalure. The element can stand
extreme temperatures without damage or change in mfibrolion. Changes in pres-
sure do not affect the element and due to the valve construction surges in pressure
do not tend to upset the stability of the thermostat.
"A" in figure 3 shows the element with the operating piston in the cold position.
The water travels out the by-pass as shown by the arrow.
­11" in figure 3 shows the piston moved up to the extended or warm position.
The by-pass closes off as the sliding vclve seats and the water travels out the
outlet as shown by the arrow. In actual operation, the sliding valve is normally in
about the mid-position. When the unit operates, the expansion of the thermostat
material forces a moulded synlheti rubber plug into a reduced diameter in the
piston guide, which multiplies the movement of the piston by ot1 extruding action.
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PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS - MAX	 FLANGE DRILLINGWIDTH-
PLANE I HOLEDS	 HIOL SF I	 B.0
SHIPPING WTO OF 	 -^IEXPORT
MENTS
	




	 W	 '^	 X	 I	 Y
1}A 11 3	 I 3, 1 18 20 a
2B 2 3	 1 3 126 3;; _ I	 9; 5 j	 ! _ _ _ ;	 1 22 4	 25 A
2111 2 1	 2 4,, 4,1 6 I	 10{ 6 4 4; 1 35 40 .4
2'^B 2 t	 1 10 1,	 ! 7 I	 6; 8, 4 5, 1	 2 55 75 11
38 I	 3 1 10} 71 6; 8; I	 4 '	 6 2 +	 60 8Q 1.1





3.55B 5- 1	 I	 19; }^^	 10	 9;	 14	 8	 e e,	 6
6B 6' 1 19; 1 11 !	 10 19 !	 B i 9, 9 i	 270 300 5.3
BASIC MODELS I%A. 20 AND 2BF ARE AVAILABLE '.N CAST IRON OR ALL 13RONZE BASIC MODELS 211.8
THROUGH 6B ARE AVAILABLE IN CAST IRON. DUCTILE IRON OR ALL BRONZE. CAST IRON AND
DUCTILE IRON VALVES ARE BRONZE FITTED SPECIFY HOUSING MATERIAL.
VALVES MAY BE ORDERED B^ SPECIFYING THE BASIC MODEL NO.- THE HOUSING MATERIAL DESIRED,
THE NOMINAL TEMPERATURE DESIRED. AND ANY SPECIAL CONDITIONS THE VALVE MUST WITH
STAND AMOT HAS ADOPTED THE POLIC e OF ADDING TO THE COMPLETE MODEL NUMBER A LETTER
DESIGNATING ANY SPECIAL HOUSING FEATURES. ANOTHER LETTER TO DESIGNATE HOUSING
MATERIAL IC. S. D OR A, ETC.) AND A CODE NUMBER AFTER THE NOMINAL TEMPERATURE TO
INDICATE TYPE OF ELEMENT THUS A VALVE ORDERED AS A 2'- , B 160 CAST IRON BRONZE FITTED.
WILL BE STAMPED ON THE NAMEPLATE AS A 2Y,BOC16D 01, THE O MEANS STANDARD CONSTRUCTION.
C IS CAST IRON, THE 01 MEANS STANDARD 1096X TYPE ELEMENT, THE 160 MEANS SET TO MAINTAIN
A NOMINAL 160 • F FLUID TEMPERATURE.
AMOT THERMOSTATIC VALVES ARE TEMPERATURE RATED FOR THE EXPECTED NOMINAL OPERATING
TEMPERATURE IN JACKET WATER SERVICE ON LUBRICATING OIL A P PLICATIONS THE OPERATING
TEMPERATURE MAY BE SLtGHTLN ABOVE THE NOMINAL RATING DEPEND I NG ON THE TYPE OF OI'..
FLOW RATE- AND OTHER CONDI T IONS OF THE SYSTEM.
STANDARD STOCK TEMPERATURE SETTINGS AVL. ILABLE FOR A AND 8 SERIES VALVES ARE 75. 90. 105.
120 • 130 140. 1FO. 155. 160. 165, 170, 180, AND 195 • F SOME OTHER TEMPERATURE SETTINGSAVAIL
ABLE ONSPECIAL ORDER ON LIMITE7 STOCK BASIS BASIC MODEL 1 s, A REQUIRES ONE 1126X - (TEMP.)
TYPE THERMOSTATIC ELEMENT- BASIC MO DEL B REQUIRES THE 1096X (TEMP.) TYPE ELEMENT
WHICH IS INTERCHANGEABLE ON 2" THROUGH 6" SIZES










THE 87412 DIFFERENTIAL TEMPER-
ATURE CONTROLLER PROVIDES AUTO-
MATIC CONTROL OF CIRCULATING
PUMPS, VALVES, DAMPERS, MOTORS,
AND OTHER ACCESSORIES USED IN
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS.
q All models contain a solid state dif-
ferential temperature controller.
C3 R7412B includes freeze protection.
D R7412C includes freeze protection and
an auxiliary relay driver.
q R7412D includes overtemperature
protection,
q R7412E includes overtemperature pro-
tection and an auxiliary relay driver.
o R7412F includes freeze ..nd over-
temperature protection ( field adjustable), and
an auxiliary relay driver.
q Plug-in resistors permit changing on
and off temperature differential and adapt-
ing R7412 for single function temperature
control.
q R74128-E overtemperature and freeze pro-
tection set points are selectable for factory
setting, but are not field adjustable.








11•Ir V n 1 Nn 1
THE SPECIFICATIONS GIVEN IN THIS PUBLICATION DO NOT INCLUDE NORMAL MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES,
THEREFORE, THIS UNIT MAY NOT MATCH THE LISTED SPECIFICATIONS EXACTLY. ALSO, THIS PRODUCT IS TESTED
AND CALIBRATED UNDER CLOSELY CONTROLLED CONDITIONS, AND SOME MINOR DIFFERENCES IN PERFOR.
MANCE CAN BE EXPECTED IF THOSE CONDITIONS ARE CHANGED.
TO A ACI ►A/C AA^ r% J171 C
r i^r^rrrs•^r • ►•vrrry
TRADELINE MODELS are selected and packaged for ease of stocking, ease of handling, and maximum replace-
ment value. TRADELINE specifications are the same as those of standard models except as noted below.
TRADELINE MODEL AVAILABLE:
R7412F Differential Temperature Controller
TRADELINE FEATURES:
• includes freeze and overtemperature protection
and an auxiliary relay driver.










—_— R7412B Yesa Yid
Yescd YescP741 2C Yesa
R74120 Yesa Yescd I
R7412E Yesa Yescd Yesc
R r 412F Yesa Yesac Yescc Yesc
a internal re!_ , energizes. b internal relay de -energizes. c Auxrlrary relay energizes. d Protection setpoint is factory fixed.
TEMPERATURE SETTING RANGES:
Operating Range (as defined by the temperature of
the low temperature sensor)-0 to plus 210 F
[ minus 18 to plus 99 C 1.
Differential Temperature Controller-Adjustable
ON and OFF differentials from minus 10
to plus 40 F [minus 5.6 to plus 22.2 C]. Factory-
set at 18 F [ 10 C] temperature difference ON and
3 F [ 1.7 C] temperature difference OFF. Plug-in
resistors vary settings (see Table 1, page 7).
Freeze Protection -
Field adjustable (R7412F only) in 5 F 13.2 C] in-
crements from 140 to 190 F (57 to 89 C ) .
R741213-E set points may be specified in 5 F [3.2C]
increments from 140 to 190 F (57 to 89 C ] ,
but they are factory fixed.
Overtemperature,'ifferential-10 F [5.5 C],
Freeze differential-3 F [1.7 C1.
Overt emperature-
Field adjustable settings (R7412F only) at 37, 42 or
47 F 13, 6, or 8 C].
R7412B-E set points may be specified at 37, 42,
or 47 F 13, 6, or 8 C ] , but they are factory
fixed.
Factory-set at 140 F 166 C].




WHEN PURCHASING REPLACEMENT AND MODERNIZATION PRODUCTS FROM YOUR TRADELINE
WHOLESALER OR YOUR DISTRIBUTOR, REFER TO THE TRADELINE CATALOG OR PRICE SHEETS FOR
COMPLETE ORDERING NUMBER, OR SPECIFY-
1. Differential Temperature Controller order	 3. Immersion Well order number.
number.	 4. Accessories, if desired.
2- Temperature Sensor order number (two
	
5. Optional specifications, if desired.
required).
IF YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS, NEED FURTHER INFORMATION, OR WOULD LIKE TO COMMENT ON OUR
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE:
1. YOUR LOCAL HONEYWELL RESIDENTIAL DIVISION SALES OFFICE ( CHECK WHITE PAGES OF PHONE DIRECTORY).
2. RESIDENTIAL DIVISION CUSTOMER SERVICE
HONEYWELL INC., 1885 DOUGLAS DRIVE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55422 16121 542.75D0
ION CANADA—HONEYWELL CONTROLS LIMITED, 740 ELLESMERE ROAD. SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO M1P 2V81
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nearly any type or size of
pipe. It is 95% installed
before it leaves the plant.
And it is unequaled in
creating dramatic savings
and quality improvements
in a host of applications.
Thermacor Process Inc. of Fort Worth,
Texas, has created Thermacor Type C
— a revolutionary and exclusive
patented pipe coating for thermal
insulation and corrosion control using
a urethane foam which is molded to
the pipe in thicknesses of one or more
inches, The coated pipe is then
primed and wrapped with a polyvinyl
chloride-butyl rubber laminate tape.
The Thermacor "C' • coating bunts
exceptionally and equally well to
all types of pipe including steel, iron,
copper, plastic, galvanized, aluminum,
and asbestos c=_ --tent. It can be used
on pipe with diameters extending from
'/z to 48 inches. The processing
length of the pipe can be either
20/21-foot standard lengths or 40-foot
random lengths. Pipe to be coated
may be furnished through Thermacor
Process Inc. or by the individual
company before coating application.
Thermacor "C" is produced by a
patented process whereby the pipe
actually leaves the factory with 95%
of the insulation already installed. Six
inches at both ends of the coated
sections are left bare for final on-site
field joining and insulating. Special
easy-to-use kits and molds are
available for uniform insulation of
joints, tees and elbows.
2 The inner layer of bonded-to-pipeurethane cells forms an
anti-corrosive and moisture proof seal
Even with a break in the outer layer,
moisture will not penetrate . This layer
also prevents any condensation that
might result from temperature
differential between the pipe and the
environment. The outer layer — or
skin — of high density urethane
provides a protective barrier for the
thick middle layer of closed-cell
urethane ... scientifically proven and
well documented to be the best
insulating material available.
3 The outer wrat ping of polyvinylchloride-butyl rubber laminate
tape (which is available in black or
white) applied over the ure thane skin
creates an extremely tough extra
barrier to rocks, blows, eart'i shifts,
etc. The tape's effectiveness as a
vapor transmission and a di-electric
varrier is a scientific fact. This
combination of materials forming the
Thermacor "C" coating, having a
resistance of 30 to 48 PSI, provides a
quality product that is creating major
economic breakthroughs in numerous
applications.
Thermacor "C" processed pipe is as
near temperature proof as is possible
to achieve with present technology
against temperatures of between
-325° and +275' Fahrenheit.
Special field installation kits
containing the p roper proportions of
urethane components are available
for connecting joints and fittings
uniformly with the factory-applied
coating ... leaving absolutely no
cracks or voids. Also available are
portable and reusable molds of
various sizes. Install2tion of an on-site,
thoroughly bonded connection is
simple and accomplished in minutes-
Thermacor Process Inc., with the
introduction of Thermacor 'C", has
accomplished a major advance in th14
insulation of above and t+ :-ow ground
pipe systems .. , in both nitial cost
and long-term results. Thermacor has
B11 - 2
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1 Thermacor Type C coating is simple
to install i'i the field. A sharp knife
will smorAhly cut through the uretha^.d
and the tape, if needed.
2 On a straight coupling, merely tape
the reusable mold securely onto the
coated sections, as illustrated.
- kw^
developed the maximum physical
properties inherent in a specific
formula of raw urethane foam and has
adapted the process to more
efficient, autcinated production
techniques. It provides lower purchase
cost, lower on-site field installation
cost, ease of handling, and superior
physical properties.
And, it has produced quality
improvements in a host of industries
and applications. B' eliminating
thermal conduits and expensive thick
insulation, Thermacor "C" is ideal for
underground low pressure steam, hot
and chilled water, and domestic hot
water distribution piping systems. It
also is applicable to multi-building
complexes, total energy systerns and
other large project piping .. , natural
gas piping ... refinery piping ...
cryogenic piping ... low gravity or
high paraffinic and crude transporting.
Thermacor ''C' • makes new things
possible through an economical
premium product.
6 Apply a primer to the entire bare
surface. An ordinary paint brush is
sufficient to do the job.
7 Wrap the primed area with the
polyvinyl chloride-butyl rubber
laminate tape to the primed surface.
The field coating now is complete,
i ' B11 -3
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Ater the mold Is in place, using the
recommended kit of urethane
components, pour the contents of
Component B into the container of
Component A. Shake vigorously for at
least 10 seconds. Hold the flap of the
mold open then pour the contents
evenly into the mold.
4 Tape the flap securely in place
The material will then began to foam.
Allow approximately 20 minutes for the
curing process. After curing, the
urethane releases itself from the mold.
5 Remove the mold. You now have an
insulation bonded uniformly -- without
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F Elbow joints or tee connections are
just as easy to complete using the
Thermacor method.
0R1G1 N, ' A1. P AGE 15
OF FWR QVP.UTY
9 For an elbow connection, the
reusable mold comes in two pieces.
Securf• ';ie top and bottom mold
portions firmly with tape, metal strips
or clamps. Prepare the urethane
components as described previously.
Pour the mixture into the pre-cut hole
in the top of the mold. Tape shut to
prevent any loss of the foam.
10 Allow approximately 20 minutes
for the urethane to foam and cure.
Remove the mold, apply pr!mer and
polyvinyl chloride-butyl rubber
laminate tape secu;eiy• Installation
is complete. (Tef, ioints are connected
in the same mariner.)
811-4
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Moisture Absorption (%) 0,3%
F? t^sistanc2 t, heat	 Zi0
Interna.	 •2'i:6 F
Jacket	 180 Deg F (max)
Tensil Stlencti	 56 psi




Internal	 103 CP S. 1.06
Jacket volts/mil 	 650-850
Density	 2-2 Lbs
Polyvinyl Chloride-Butyl Rubber Laminate Tape
Urethane Foam-Thermacor Insulating Material
Moisture vapor Transmission — (grains/hr/sq
ft/in) (cut Surface) 2-3 oerm-in




8 ft head for 4 years
	
Negligible



















Shock impact Excellent Bacteria	 Excellent
Abrasion Excellent Fungi	 Excellent
Weathering Excellent vapor Transmission	 .002-.05 grams1100
Acids, non-oxidizing Excellent sq. inches/24 hrs.
Alkalis Goad Tensil Strength	 2800-3500 psi
Alcohol Fair to Excellent Tear Strength	 350-475 Lbs./in.
Hydrocarbon^ Asir to Excellent




—300 —250 —200 —150 1 -100 1 —60 —40 1 —20 0 20 40
S4 2 2 2 1 yi 1 14 P11 1 16 1
'1, 2 14 2 2 2 1 14 1 14 1 14 1
1 21j 214 2 2 1 14 1'4 t i12 1 l
Ihi 3 2 14 2 2 1%r 116 I'4 ISi I
1% 3 41 1 l lh I lh I li 1 14 1
2 3 2 14 2 1,i 2 I'4 i'4 Pi 1 16 1
24 3 ?!1 2S¢ 2 ISi 1 14 1 14 1 14 I
3 3 3 2 112 . 14 2 1'i I 14 1Si I I
3'4 1	 3 3 214 2 14 2 1 14 Ili 1 14 1 1
4 3 14 3 2112 2'4 2 1 14 1 14 1 11 1 1 1
44 3 1/1 3 216 2 1 , 2 1"1 112 I ih I 1 I
5 314 3 3 214 L 2 l bi I	 I'1, 1 1 2 1 1
6 3'4 3 14 3 2 1/r 2 14 2
1
1 SS 11r l 1
E 4 3 14 3 2 1,1 2'4 2 16 l i i 1'.i ] l
Cold pipe insulation thicknesses based on 90 o F. ambient
air, 80% relative humidity, zero M. P.H. velocity, and
a minimum surface temperature of 840F.











































All underground Nnes shall be factory
coated with a 1" or 2"	 ?/a" thick
closed cell urethane foam with an
integ ral vapor barrier film of high
density urethane, and an outer wrap-
ping of primer and 20 mil laminated
butyl rubber/ polyvinyl tape, as an
outer vapor barrier, p roducing the
following physical propcsrues:
1 Minimum density of core 2 !bs/
cubic ft.
2 Minimum compressive strength of
core 30 psi.
3 Minimum average compressive
strength of coating 48 psi.
4 K factor D.13 at 50' F mean
temperature.
5 Water vapor transmission of barrier
film at 0.01 perm-in.
6 Water vapor transmission of core 2
to 3 perm-in.
7 Dielectric strength 103CP S 1.06.
8 Fully bonded and continuous
throughout the length of the pipe
with 6" cut back each end of each
joint.
Joints and fittings shall be coated in
the field with the same material and
to ',he same thickness as the pipe.
using methods and procedures as
recommended by THERMACOR
PROCESS INC of Fort Worth, Texas.
T5'i 	 0T ^)
PROCESS INCORPORATED
500 N.E. 23RD STREET, FT. WORTH, TEXAS 76106, TELEF TONE A.C. 817 624-1181
This product complies with U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 0eveiroment minimum requirements as indicated by Material! Release No. 696
U.S. Patent Nos. 3359351 and 3432582	 Patented Canada, 1969	 Litho in U.S.A.
t
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THERMAL PRODUCTS, INC.
P .O. BOX 736 — PHONE TE 84070
WICHITA. KANSAS 67304





 Solar Energy pli cation -LOCATION.K-l2__3nhoDl_BuI 1 d^ Ment or, Ks.
REFER TO:
SURFACES TO INSULATE:
Solar water and heat pump system water piping
MATERIAL  Z O BE USED:	 I
1j" thick fiberglass p ipe insulation
.ac, ^cx ^^->- ct a G 6^tJ,
ter,%MTrxr"rnMr % UV.
Certain-Teed Corp. 	 "`•"
. •.% of oil si.,..•,
ADHESIVE OR METHOD OF ATTACHMENT:
Self seal lap
MATERIAL FOR FITTWGS:
Insulating cement to same 'thickness as adjacent pipe
insulation, finished smooth and canvassed with 4 oz. canvas.
Fittings exposed to weather shall be weatherproofed with
Childers CP-10 weatherproof coutinc,, reinforced with glass fabric.
TYPE OF FUMH:
White AJ1 Service Jacket (ASJ) on all piping.





Convertor and air separator shall be covered with 1i"
thick fiberglass same as piping.
B12-1
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CERI AINTEED 500" SNAP*oN f IBER GLASF, PIPE INSUL AT10k
	








<.Y	 ^ ft	 4 ,	 '	 ,^ ^,^
l r'. ,ld X4 1 riff .. S ^
ASJ JACKf T S"C)WY WITH FAC70PY A — LIB " SSL T APE ALSO AVAILABLE 0. 1 I "OU - SSA is DE	 -
Of Poo-.1, 3 QUALRY
PRODUCT DATA
CertcAainTeed 50(...'  	 iap-l-on
fiber glass
pip nuiation







CertarnTeed 50(" Snap'On Pipe insuiatron is composed o1
extremely line diameter glass fibers bonded togethe r with a
phenolic resin and molded it one p iece sections Mane with a
single seam. CertamTeed Snac'On sp reads open to receive the
pipe and snaps quickly in place It has all the desirable features
of glass The glass fibe r will not burn. is not affected by
moisture. will not co r rode metals will not rot o r mildew and is
permanent The insulation will permit expansion and
contraction of the p i pe without c r acking and it will not shrink
CeriarnTeed 500` Snap'On Pipe Insulation with factory applied
ALL SERVICE JACKET is specifically designed fo r dual
temperature piping The product may be used on Imes
operating from —20F to 50OF
Uses
Domestic Hot Water	 Stearn and Condensate
Heating Hot Water	 Fuel Oil Piping
High Temperature	 Tempered Water
Hot Water
	 Booster Heate r Water
Chilled Wate,	 Refrigerated Lines
Dual Temperature	 Concealed and Exposed
Thermal Efficiency
LL	 Mean Temperature F
g32 _	 ._.. ^. _	 _. -......._ .
en
A 2 c 2e
E i






Q	 100	 200	 300
Benefits
Quick a,-id clean apphcation
• Flame resislant
• High thermal efficiency
is Vapor barrier not broken as need for staples is eliminated
e Meets the fire and safety requirements of building cedes and
government guide specifications
Specification Compliances
CeriarnTeed 500` Snap' On Pipe Insulation with factory applied
ALL SERVICE JACKET meets the following specifications:
HH - B 1008. 7ypes I and fl (Jacket)
HH- I -5588. Form D Type III Class 12 (to 450F)




CertarnTeed 500` Snap'On with tactory applied ALL SERVICE
JACKET is fisted by Underwriters Laboratories as having a
composite (pi pe covering and )acket) flame hazard






• Laminated aluminum foil glass reinforcing and white kraft
paper
• Perm rating of 0 01 perms (HH-B-1008. Type])
• Puncture resistance minimum 50 (Beach puncture)
e Tensite strength 35lbs tin
850' Snap'On
CertamTeed also manufactures a Snap'On Pipe Insulation for
service temperatures up to ".50 'F Description of this extremely
efficient liber grass rnsulaliorr for these temperatures is covered
in data sheet #30-31-49U
Recommendations For Installing
CertainTeed 500' Snap'On With
Self Sealing ASJ Jacket
1. ► A_r,a certain ASJ Jacket is clean
2 Make ai, cuts and fabrications belore
removing release paper
3 Make sure to rub hard to assure a
positive seal.
4 Do not install when air temperature is
lower than 35 F or over 120 F
5 Do not leave adhesive strip exposed to
the air. Adhere sell sealing lap
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MAN. HI-LiMIT HONEYWELL L - 4008E
- ZQ-STEP TEMP CONTROLLER
2222eZ2 7" '5,r--97-7'
o ^3^ KA e4's a"q"es
10TANK SPECIFICATIONS
I. DESIGN PRESSURE :	 PS.I.
2, TEST PRESSURE : 150 PS.1,
I DESIGN TEMPERATURE . 250*F
4. STORAGE CAPACITY . 5791-9 GALS.
5. TANK MATERIAL:
6. TANK LIN ING : -15Z'
7 UNIT BUILT IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASM.E CODE SECTION IV, INSPECTED




NO. OF UNITS REQUIRED































;P1 NEMA I PANEL BOX ^"Rx!4	 10"D.
L -J^ AMP DEFINITE PURPOSE CONTACTORS
OS (	 AOAMP ONE TIME FUSES	 %q
POWER CONDUCTORS MUST ENTER








I[- TANK . OPENINGS	 ELEMENT SPECIFICATIONS	 STEP EL
---	 -	
-	 -^ ^--	 --- - -	 ^- -
TYPE
	
—PURPOSE	 ELECTRIC -ELEMENT TO HEAT`. 	 u-oA	 go - NOT WATER_NT L ET ljofgpV	 G.PR OF WATER FROM ¢0'F T09-0'F	 L2-^
'COLD WATER INLET • 176?4v.V v9
 '	 ^ELEMtNT iS RATED na/31KW., 02 V.
	
I ^ir
C _ CfO^FL& HEATING ELEMENT
	






3' V2 0 DIAL THERkJMETER ^K'e
	 ^- ACBLE





SHEATHED BLADES INDIVIDUALLY RE-
	
EA	 d MECHANICALLIXEDY F	 ^N l F . TWO	 w	 I	 ^ -ft MOUNTED RANGE 30 •F TO 24 0'F	 TO A SM. 1Q ^^FLANGE W/ COPPER	 I	 {
G 81t4• THRDf 3If2'D ►AL PRESSURE GAUGE ter '.N	 FACE R ,. - DELTA WIRED CIRCUITS,	
F I
MOUNTED RANGE 0 S
 TO C 00»
HI - LIMAUTO
	
50 WATT MAX DENSITY
H .W4' THRD:	 MATIC	 R
^ 314 —T—" R_ D^ MANU AL MI-LI A11 17  ^
K 3A' THRO THERMOSTAT FIELD WIRING FOR SUPPLY CONNECTIONS
	
7 •P	




_-	 --	 FOR GROUND CONNECTIONS USE NO.:7 _.
GALL THREADED OPENINGS ARE C}U. ^ ._,..	 4W WIREJ
ALL FLANGED NOZZLES ARE _-LLL 4iVe ?^CCL L.lc,
	 	 INTERNAL POWER WINING TO BE BLACK
CASH-ACME* .>&&-_W.- - -
	
^.	 /.^f" .PI Ht111	 .{
ASHE SIAMPED TO RELIEVE^	 ND.tc-rv^i
=,-,^ ^TU/HR {D( PSI	
i	
p^0	 I !	 S7BiT1
	
N	 /	 I
-_ o'	 d/ L.Y7v1rrF;	 ^O -	 ^^	 t IF 'ING LUG
I	 —I	 ^	 i	 TYP^	 it?)
I
I	 I	 •1i	 I	 I






I -- /tom	 —	 a	 I II	 —	 • a '	 1	 Y ASME STAMP	 (r1/.'	 If;	 I	 '^'}1	 ^5•-IS-	 Yo"
	








MAN HOLE I 	
TOIAi
IYP	 N^%
_ ^) f j¢.	 r--^^ • 	 HE CiN 1











I 	 ^	 I
^^ =	
l
^—	 --s	 •	 - .FL' C SKID SUPPORTS	 1
I"	 UNIT IS U L. LABELED UNDER GUIDE 4010
9 WIRED IN ACCORDANCE WITH NEC 	 j
t
NO DATE CKW BY	 REVISIONS
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Inst. et
Thread Type Ident. Grip Range A B C D M Drill InsL Hale Size am:S;ze' Number Mark Min.	 Max. -t -015 Ref. Max. Max. Nom. Size Min.	 Max. Brass	 St_ St
No.	 4-40 4P106 Clank 051 .105 .500 .307 .051 .169 .250 rrE4 .170 .175 220 2.0
4P151 1 Had. .106 .151 .562 .307 .051 .169 .25U 11" .175 2.40 2.11
N0. 6-32 6P166 Blank .055 .166 .672 _345 .063 .208 .340 14 .208 213 4.13 3.86P271 I Had. .166 .271 .781 .345 '	 .063 .208 -340 J4 .208 .213 4.68 4.2
No.	 8-32 SP176 Blank 065 .176 .672 .377 .063 .241 .335 C .241 246 5.17 4.7(SP271 1 Rad. .176 .271 .781 .377 1	 .063 .241 .335 C .241 .246 5.76 5.2
No. 10-32 10P196 Blank .065 '196 •781 .412 .065 .272 .415 Y .272 .277 7.48 6.11
1OP321 1 Rad. .196 .321 .922 .412 .065 .272 .415 I _272 277 8.49 7.7.
34-20 25P296 Blank .089 296 1.015 .545 .089 .346 .505 S .346 -352 15.42 14.02
25P501 1 Rad. .296 .501 1.234 .545 .089 .346 _505 S -346 352 17.93 16.21
%1-18 31P301 Blank ,102 .301 1,156 .667 .102 .437 565	 X, .437 .453 27.68 25.16
31 P501 1 Rad. .301 .501 1.375 .667 .102 .437 .565	 14 .437 .453 31.57 28.70
Y-16 37P316 Blank .125 '316 1,250 .795 .124 -514 .61b .522 40.17 36.52
37P501 1 Had. .316 .501 1.453 .795 .124 .514 .610 514 522 44.55 4p50
jF^13 50P426 Blank 154 .426 1.609 .993 .154 .640 .730
L.514
.640 _650 68.67 !`2.43
5OPG91 1 Rad. .426 .691 1.875 .993 .154 .640 .780 640 .450 75.13 68 30
"Both UNC and UNF threads are available in No. 10 and larger sizes.
CODE: Diameter and grip range as tabulated. First letter of type number indicates material: "S" for steel, "SS" for stainless steel,
and "BR" for brass.
EXAMPLE: S25P296 -- Steel 1 ,-20 internal thread .089 - .296 grip range.
STANDARD PLUSNUT MATERIALS AND FINISHES
Material Type No. Standard Finish
C-1108 • Cadmium Plate - .0002" Minimum
C-1110 • 1 nickness will meet Federal Specification:
STEEL QQ-P-416b, Class 3, Type 1
STAINLESS STEEL 430 Pickled and Passivaled per Federal
Specifrcation QQ-P-35, Type II
BRASS Alloy Na. 260 Bright as machined.
•G-1108 and 0-1110 steel may be used interchangeably;
u^
B14 - 1
• Superb pull -out strength
• Wide grip range
• Exceptional torque and thread strength
t
D
Wt. (L s- 1 100-0)
nst. steer
Thread Type ident. Grip Range A B C D M Drill Inst. Hole Size and
Size' Number Mark Min.	 Max. +.015 Nom. Nam. Max. Nom. Size Min.	 Max_ Brass St. Steel
No.	 4-40 4P90 Blank .020 .090 -464 11. .025 .169 _250 r1w, .170 .175 2.21 2.014P150 1 Rad. .090 .150 .562 45 .025 .169 .250 11.6 •170 .175 2.50 2.27
No.	 6- 32	 6P150 Blank 020 . 150 fi56 16 .032 .208 .335 J4 .208 .213 4.84 4.40
6¢270 I Sad. .150 .270	 1 .765 %6 •032 .208 .325 04 .208 .213 5.30 4.82
No.	 B-32 8P150 Blank 070 .150 .656 7 1 6 .038 .241 _340 ^G .241 .246 5.86 5.33BP270 1 Rad. .150 ,270 .781 fir, .038 .241 .340 C .241 1	 _246 6.51 5.92
No. 10-32 10P175 Blank '.020 .175 .781 ij .038 .272 .425 I .272 .277 8.72 7.93
1OP320 1 Rad. .175 320 .921 ?ry, .038 .272 .425 3 .272 .277 9.67 8.79
-20 25P280 Blank .020 .280 1.000 s e .058 .346 .505 5 .34E 352 17.83 16.21
25P500 1 Rad. .280 .500 1.234 s.e .058 1	 _346 .505 1	 S .346 .352 20A1 18.55
316-18 31P280 Blank .020 .280 1.141 3/4 .062 .437 .570 K .437 .453 31.15 26.3231P500 1 Rad. .280 .500 1.375 si .062 .437 .570 XR 1	 .437 .453 35.26 32.05
is-16 37P280 Blank .020 .280 1.216 31m _088 .514 .605 'ai 514 .522 47.07 42.79
37P500 1 Rad. .280 .500 1.437 7/8 .088 .514 .605 "G .514 .522 5L50 46.42
-13 WP3W Blank .030 .360 1.562 1,, .125 .640 .790 "b4 .640 .650 66.83 76.94
50P690 1 Rad. 1	 .360 .690 1.875 1 % .125 .640 .780 41%v .640 .650 94.03 85.48
0	 ^1'°'_.	 r,-Tim
"Pdd9S4l9EJTo
Developed specifically for automotive, electronic and ap-
pliance assembly. Also. suitable for wide applications
throughout industry.
PLUSNUTS are blind• threaded fasteners recommended
for rigid fastening in sheet metal, fiberglass and plastics.
Slotted shanks Split and form large flaps which evenly
distribute installation and working loads over a large area.
For example, PLUSNUTS provide excellent anchors for
seat belts• car top carriers and mirror mounts. PLUSNUTS
also offer solutions to many other fastening problems





'Both UNG and UNF threads are available in No. 10 and larger sizes.
CODE: Diameter and grip range as tabulated. First letter of type nu nber indicates material: "S" for stee l , "SS" for stainless steel,
"BR" for Brass.
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1976 Our 25th Year
MECTRICAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY, Inc.
Efrcttiaar coldSactot.1
	 eResiJe-nha1 and 6l:ernel:aiat ^'M%M9




P. O. Box 1648 19^$
Salina, Kansas	 67401
RE WI
Att: Jim Hall ^.	 W1lr5CN
YipN
Re: USD 306 & 4or9rH^^rrYs
Southeast of Saline 4
^C^^K-12 School Building gZ
Dear Sir:
We propose to furnish labor and material to complete
the electrical work for the Solar Energy installation
according to revised drawings showing pump #6-8-&10
as spare pumps only. The starters for pumps 3-4-&5
to be installed in existing motor control center.
The starters for pump 7 and 9 to be separate starters.
All control items furnished by others.
All the above for Eleven Thousand Four Hundred Seventy
Five Dollars ($11,475.65).
Sales Tax not included.
Sincerely,









1600 EAST MURDOCK	 • P. O. BOX 515
	
+ WICHITA, KANSAS 67201 • PHONE (316) 263 5223
January 9, 198
.^	 J
Wilson & Company, Engineers and Architects	 7U
1 1 .0. Box 1648	 ,'::	 -1' /f 5 f' ^. f)	 :r+
Sal ina, Kansas 67401
Attention: Mr. Janes Di. 1h11, III
^ S4 
J^^ ^^ r lI ,-G,.
Re: Solar Energy System
K-12 School, U.S.U. #306
Saline Count)', Kuisris
Dear Ji1n:
A review of cost parameters of the above referenced project indicates that, based
on recent system design modifications as itemized herein, we wi11 be able to hold
firm to previously proposed C011tract dollar amounts; specifically dollar amounts
as stated in a written Ilt-oposal dated Harch 9, 1977, and a verbal proposal (to
modify domestic hot water circulation system) of July 8, 1977. We propose, there-
fore, to provide d complete mechanical installation as defined in the previously
referenced proposals, crud modified herein, for the allioUnt of:
ONE I IUNIIRED SI ?CI Y-'I111t1 :L THOU SAND SEVEN I M'JDRrD and no/100 I OLI.A16 -- $ I b3, 7 00.00 .
Oystetl •, di-'Sign rrlodi f icat ions include:
1. L. cat ion of the solar array approxim.^ttely one hundred fifty (150) feet
soutltcast of the building locatioli.
2. Installation of solar collectors in twelve (12) banks of twenty-five (2S)
collectors each.	 ~
3. Installation of 1 !Z' thick fiberglass insulation on above ground piping;
equivalent thickness of urethruie E -oan on below ground piping; alunnintan . jacket
over• insulation exposed to the weather.
4. Installation of 1 1tmtps UP-3 and P-4 in parallel arrangement; installation of
1 1tunps 911 -S, P-7 and P-9 with I'timps Y1'-6, P-8 and I'-1.1 provided to the owner
as respective stand-by units.
If you have any questions in regard to the above, please advi;^g.
S1  1
y	 ^








225 SOUTH FIFTH . SALINA, KANSAS 67401
P O BOX 10
	









Re Board of Education, Southeast of Saline, Kansas
Unified School District No.	 306 (USD 306)
Solar Energy DSE 76-2
We propose to provide the necessary supports for the solar heating units
as per drawings to ine-Lde the concrete bases,	 angle iron frames, and pipe
supports for the mechanical pipe, including painting,	 for the total sum of
$87,807.00 (Eighty-Seven Thousand Eight Hiindred Seven Dollars).
This proposal subject to review if not accepted within thirty days.
Our breakdown is as follows:
Labor Material	 Subcontract Total
1.	 Excavation	 $10,923. -	 -	 $10,923.




4.	 Painting - Labor _,'
and Material $ 6,864 6,864.





	 $ 6,864,	 $87,807.
Sincere
—	 is
J. S.	 K CONSTRUC I^iV CO., INC.




D-1  PRIMARY & SECONDARY HEAT EXCHANGER
TANK TO HEAT EXCHANGER PUMP
D — 2 COLLECTOR PANEL
COLLECTOR FIELD
D — 3 PIPING SUPPLY
PIPING RETURN
D — 4 STRUCTURAL FRAMING OF ROWS
STRUCTURAL FRAMING REAR VIEW
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STRUCTURAL FRAMING OF ROWS















1. SYSTEM OPERATION SEQUENCE
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION





U C K L E Y
NCORPORATED MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS
1600 C :ST MURDOCK • P. O. BOX 515 • WICHITA, KANSAS 67201 * PHONE (316) 263.5223
OPERATING M MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT INSTALLED IN
SOUT'HFAST OF SALINE-K-12 SCHOOL BUILDING
5OIAR ENERGY APPLICATION
MENTOR, KANSAS
A. S stem Operation Sequence
Control Diagram torEquipment Designations)
1. If inlet water temperature at control 71" rises above set point,
heat rejection unit fan will run.
2. When temperature difference between sensor "Sl" in storage tank and
sensor "S3" on collector plate rises above se': point on controller "D1
^nat>p, 03 or 4 and 5 will run. When temperature difference falls below
set point, pumps will stop. When colleztor plate sensor "SS" tempera-
ture rises above set point on controller "D3", pump #S will start.
3. When temperature difference between sensor "S 2" in domestic hot water
tank and s visor "S 4" in the storage tank rises above set point on
controller "D3", pumps #", and #9 will run. When temperature difference
falls below set point, pumps will stop. When domestic hot water
temperature rises above set point on control "73", pumps will stop.
B. System Maintenance Installation
1. Service and maintain all mechanical equipment as recommended by
Manufacturer.
2. Survey solar collector array daily.
a. Check glass for damage, breakage or excessive dust film; repair,
'	 replace or clean as required.
b. Check hose and clamp joints for leaks; should leak exist, tighten
clamp as squired.
3. Test solar transfer medium (liquid) periodically for proper strength;
solution should be approximately 40% propylene glycol and 60% water,
providing freeze protection to about 10 F. Add propylene glycol if
necessary; an extra drum of propylene glycol (Dow Chemical "Dowfrost")
has been provided for this purpose.
E - Z
II SC O I VI fi rVID! wI ` . rNf37"a
CO M P A NY
T
"fARCMECTp
EE  N G IN E ERS
ARCHITECTS u.:► 411!7-0-422
f^LANfV Ct F+B
QINCr LOCrfi^r.. ..	 Ac71 ti /^.^.Y C;I+nyV 1 = U111) nvl"	 •	 S7 /^1_tN/^. K/^NS:J^^3 U7nO1 An	 $rl^.+l! U/N+•++'11.+1Ny
En.UIr.Yrrr	 ^
AA^NinQ .Addroew...	 PO fd0X 1040	 •	 43ALINA. KnNGn43 t37AOI ' ^n
6 October 1978
Southeast of Saline, 	 USU 306	 I ^k14
RR 1
•i	 Gypsum,	 KS	 67448 y'^'	 '^i'
Attn:	 Mr. Jim Buxton
Re:	 USD 306 K-12 School Building -	 +•:
WCEA File:	 73-59
Dear Mr.	 Buxton:	 ► 4"•
In reply to your letter of 4 October 1978,
	
requesting information regarding
the operation of the supplemental solar heating system, we wish to
advise you as
	 follows:	 I o
1.	 In case the circulating pump which circulates the antifreeze,n,
solution does not function and the relief valves discharge antifreeze
solution, we would	 recommend  that you refill the system to replace that 	 ! '




2.	 In case a leak develops in one of the rubber hose connections between
panels we would reconunend 	 that you close the valves on the inlet and outlet
to the panel array whicn contains the leak and continue to operate the o
rest of the system in the normal fashion. 	 The fluid contained within that m
panel array should then be drained and a repair effected. 	 It will be Q
necessary then to refill the panel array which has been drained.
c
3.	 In case of a failure of
	 the heat rejector during hot weather or any +
time in the event of a power failure if the system becomes hot,
	
the 'a
relief valves will Function to discharge fluid
	
to prejent pressure 	 r
build-up.	 After the power has been restored,
	 refill the system.
4.	 After the antifreeze solution has been added, 	 there will not be a
freezing problem in either of the panels or in the outdoor piping during
the winter.	 It is	 important to realize
	 that	 the antifreeze solution
which is used	 to protect	 the system from freezing is
	
'ixture of	 50
percent propylene glycol and water which
	 is in antifreeze fluid	 used
widely in the food processing industry.
	 It is non-toxic.
	
This	 fluid
should not be confused with ethylene glycol which is commonly used in
automobile radiators and is 	 -oxic.	 Under no circumstances should ethylene
glycol ever be used in this system due to its
	 tonicity.
PAGIE 14
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I UCKLEYBT NCORPORATED MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS
1600 EAST MURDOCK




Box 1648	 ^	 JUN1979
Salina, KS
	 67401	 cD R E'r C V t ti ^2
►^	 WILSON	 ^;




Re: Solar Energy Application
K-12 School Bldg., USD X1306".!'=^
Dear George,
Per your request, the following is a brief desc-iption of the system
testing procedure that our personnel used on the above referenced project.
In general - with the exception of solar collector arrays - system piping
and components were hydrostatically tested at a pressure equal to that
in the water main serving the building (approximately fifty-five (55) psig).
This pressure was maintained for a period of twenty-four (24) hours to
verify system integrity.
Solar collector arrays were hydrostatically tested at a pressure of
approximately thirty (30) psig. It was found that a static test caused
the absorbers in the end two r three collectors of each array to "slide"
in a direction away from the center of the array; this invariable caused
the header tube of at least one collector to slip out of its coupling
hose resulting in a leak dt that point. To correct this situation, we
provided - with the collector Manufacturer's authorization - an internal
shim and an external constraint to eliminate the aforementioned movement
of the absorber. With the absorber slippage problem corrected, we were
able to conduct successful hydrostatic tes's at thirty (30) psig for an
appropriate period of time.
Should you have any question in regard to the above or require additional
information, please advise.
a
SlncerP1v_
E-3
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